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A B S TR A C T
The Gamma Distribution as an A lternative to the Lognormal D istribu tion in
Environmental Applications
B y
Ross J. laci
D r. Ashok K. Singh, Examination Committee Chair 
Professor, Department o f  Mathematical Sciences 
University o f  Nevada, Las Vegas
In environmental applications dealing w ith  data from contaminated sites the 
positively skewed lognormal d istribution has been the most commonly used model. The 
upper confidence lim it (UCL) o f  the arithmetic mean o f a lognormal population is 
computed by using the H-statistics. Recent concerns have arisen to the effectiveness o f  
the H-Statistic based U C L  fo r the mean o f  the lognormal distribution in instances o f 
moderately to highly skewed data sets. In  this paper the positively skewed Gamma 
distribution is considered as an alternative to the lognormal d istribution and is shown to 
produce more reasonable U C L ’s fo r the mean.
m
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CHAPTER 1
G EN ER AL IN TR O D U C TIO N  
Overview
The purpose o f the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Concentration, and 
Liability Act (CERCLA) is to protect the human health and the environment from 
contaminants. Additionally, in response to citizen concern over hazardous waste sites, 
Congress established the Superfund Program in 1980 to locate, investigate and clean up 
the worst sites nationwide. Sites falling under this mandate are referred to as Superfund 
Sites. To meet the (CERCLA) mandate the EPA’s Office o f  Emergency and Remedial 
Response has developed a human health risk assessment process. As a measure o f  the 
potential risk associated w ith a contaminant, the EPA uses an intake equation that 
contains a source term or concentration term, SAIC  [1]. Accurate statistical analysis and 
interpretation o f  contaminant concentration data from  a Superfund Site is an important 
concern fo r the EPA. The EPA Guidance document [2], suggests using the arithmetic 
average concentration for contaminants based on a set o f  samples as the source term at 
Superfund Sites, the reason being that 1) the average concentration is most representative 
o f  the concentration that would be contacted at a site over time and 2) tox ic ity  criteria are 
based on lifetime average exposures.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
The concentration term o f the intake equation is often the 95 percent upper 
confidence lim it (UCL) fo r the arithmetic average o f  the contaminant concentration 
distribution. In  calculating the (U CL), EPA guidance documents [2] suggest that data sets 
o f  10 to 20 samples provide better estimates than data sets o f smaller sizes, while sets o f  
20 to 30 samples provide fairly consistent estimates. The UCL is calculated based upon a 
t-distribution, which is used when the original data set is considered to be from  a Normal 
distribution. When the original data set does not pass the test fo r normality, the EPA [2] 
has suggested using the log transformation o f  the data. I f  the log transformed data follows 
a normal distribution the data is said to be lognormaUy distributed. The EPA guidance 
document [2] claims in most cases it is reasonable to assume that samples from  
Superfund Sites are lognormaUy distributed. Data from  Superfund Sites frequently appear 
to fo llow  a skewed probability distribution, and in such instances the lognormal 
distribution is often the suggested model, (see fo r example the EPA [2 ]). This seems to be 
the popular choice since the log transformed data can then be analyzed using normal 
theory, Linhart [3 ]. While there has been extensive analysis o f the normal distribution, 
the lognormal distribution has not received the same level o f scrutiny.
The H-statistic based upper confidence lim it (U C L) fo r the mean o f  a lognormal 
population has been used extensively to make remediation decisions at Superfund sites 
upon the recommendation o f  EPA guidance documents, Singh et al [4 ]. However, doubts 
on the performance o f the H-statistic based U C L have arisen in recent w ork in 
environmental statistics. In addition, there have been recent concerns about the 
effectiveness o f  the lognormal distribution itse lf in modeling skewed data sets. G ilbert [5] 
indicated that statistical tests o f  hypothesis based on H-Statistics could yield unusually
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
high instances o f  w rongfu l acceptance o f  the null hypothesis. Singh et al [4 ], found in 
cases o f  skewed and mixed populations the H -Statistic based U C L  fo r the mean was often 
orders o f magnitude larger than the maximum observed data point.
Several other probability distributions are used to model skewed data sets: the 
Gamma, Chi-Square, W eibull and Exponential distributions, to name a few. However, 
there is limited use o r mention o f these distributions in EPA guidance documents. Linhart
[3] writes that in dealing w ith  non-negative variables o r when the Normal d istribution 
does not appear to  f it  the data adequately the next obvious choice is the lognormal or 
Gamma distribution. The Gamma distribution is an appropriate alternative fo r many 
reasons, two o f  which are: 1.) it approaches a normal distribution as its shape parameter 
becomes large and 2.) the Chi-Square and Exponential distributions are special cases o f 
the Gamma distribution. Moreover, when dealing w ith  small data sets moment estimation 
based on sufficient statistics utilize the data in the most efficient way, Grice and Bain [6]. 
Another appealing attribute o f the Gamma distribution is that it can be used to model 
highly skewed to moderately skewed data sets effectively. The lim ited application o f  this 
model in environmental applications is probably due to the mathematical complexities 
involved in estimating its parameters. W ith  the appropriate numerical procedures and 
computing power available today these parameters can be easily estimated w ith  a high 
degree o f  accuracy.
Another option in the analysis o f  contaminant concentration data is to employ 
computer intensive techniques such as the bootstrap method. Bootstrapping procedures 
involve resampling fro m  the original data set, referred to  as nonparametric bootstrapping 
since no distributional model is assumed, o r generating sample sets based upon a
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
distributional assumption determined from  the orig inal data set, referred to as parametric 
bootstrapping. These methods allow one to tackle a wide range o f  problems w ithout 
having to  simplify complex problems, H inkley and Davison [7]. This approach can also 
be used in more simple problems to check the adequacy o f  measures obtained and give 
approximate solutions, Hinkley and Davison [7 ]. Singh et al [4] showed that even when 
the data was obtained from a lognormal d istribution, upper confidence lim its based on the 
Central L im it Theorem and non-parametric procedures, such as the jackknife and 
bootstrap out performed the H-Statistic based U C L.
The suitability o f  a Gamma distribution in modeling site contaminated data as an 
alternative to the lognormal model is investigated in Chapter 2. In Section 1 o f  this 
chapter the Maximum Likelihood Estimates (M L E ) fo r the parameters o f the Gamma 
D istribution are given. The M LE  estimates are used since it was shown by Fisher [8] that 
the efficiency o f  moment estimates can be as low  as 0.22. In  the next section the 
important task o f  constructing the U C L fo r the mean o f  the Gamma distribution is 
studied. This U C L is obtained from a power study o f  a uniform ly most powerful test 
conducted by Grice and Bain [6]. In section 3 confidence intervals fo r the shape 
parameter o f  a Gamma distribution are attained from  Linhart [3] who modified the 
confidence limits for the coefficient o f  variation o f  the Pearson Type I I I  model. Having 
these confidence lim its for the shape parameter is necessary in the next section, which 
provides a Goodness O f Fit Test for the Gamma distribution. The Goodness O f  F it Test is 
used to validate our assumption o f an underlying Gamma distribution fo r contaminant 
concentration data. The test uses a Kolm ogrov-Sm im ov (KS) type statistic, which is 
important since a statistic o f this type is not affected by small sample sizes, as is the Chi-
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Square Test. The necessary tables and test criteria are given in Schneider [9 ]. The 
parametric bootstrapping techniques used in Chapter 2 require one to produce random 
deviates from  a Gamma distribution. An algorithm fo r producing these deviates is 
provided in Section 5 from  a paper w ritten by Whittaker [10].
In  Section 6 the lognormal distribution and various estimates fo r the mean and U C L 
o f  the mean are discussed. The uniform ly minimum variance unbiased estimates (M VU E) 
fo r moments o f  the lognormal are presented from  a paper written by Bradu and Mundlak
[11]. The H-statistic based U C L is introduced based on the w ork o f  Land [12][13], as 
well as the method o f using cubic Lagrangian interpolation on the tables o f  the H- 
statistic.
The computer intensive methods called bootstrapping are presented in Chapter 2, 
Sections 7 and 8, and are used as a benchmark in comparing the results obtained in 
assuming a Gamma distribution o r lognormal distribution. Nonparametric bootstrapping 
techniques and theories used by Davison and H inkley [7] are explained in Section 7 and 
numerous confidence intervals are constructed. Among theses are the basic, studentized, 
and percentile confidence limits. The Bias Correction Skewness (BC A) confidence limits 
are also offered as a correction to the percentile limits. Parametric bootstrapping methods 
are the topic o f  Section 8. Parametric percentile estimates for the U C L o f  the mean o f  site 
contaminated data provide another means fo r analyzing the appropriateness in assuming 
an underlying Gamma distribution. For reasons stated by Davison and H inkley [7] when 
assuming an underlying Gamma model fo r site pollutant data the adjusted percentile 
(BC A) method w ith skewness correction is used. As a means to better asses the 
appropriateness o f modeling contaminated data sets w ith a Gamma distribution opposed
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
to a lognormal distribution the method o f  calculating the bootstrap p-value based on a 
likelihood ra tio  fo r the statistical hypothesis assuming a null Gamma distribution verse an 
alternative lognorm al distribution is given.
The Results Section o f Chapter 2 applies the methods described above on data sets 
generated from  lognormal distributions and actual Superfund Sites to compare the 
performance o f  the Gamma model, lognormal model and bootstrapped procedures. A ll o f  
these estimates are also compared to the estimates based upon the Chebychev, Central 
Lim it, and Adjusted Central L im it Theorems. Additionally, The FO R TR AN  code written 
to produce the estimates for the Gamma distribution is benchmarked against results 
obtained by Schneider [9]. The results show that U C L ’s based upon the lognormal 
distribution, especially when the H-statistic is used, often produce overstated estimates 
fo r the upper bound o f the mean. This situation could lead to not cleaning up a tru ly 
contaminated site w ith  the possibility o f  threatening the environment, humans or both. 
However, the Gamma model provided upper bounds consistent w ith the bootstrapping 
bounds, Chebychev and Central L im it Theorem based bounds, and consistently provided 
reasonable estimates even when the data set was small o r highly skewed.
More detailed analysis o f selected topics presented in Chapter 2 are given in Chapter 
3, followed by the FORTRAN source code. Chapter 4, used to produce the results o f 
Chapter 2.
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CHAPTER 2
THE G A M M A  D IS TR IB U TIO N  AS AN  A L T E R N A T IV E  TO TH E LO G N O R M A L 
D IS TR IB U T IO N  IN  E N V IR O N M E N T A L  APPLICATIO NS
This chapter wiU be presented at the Fourth International Environmetrics 
Chemometrics Conference, September 18-20, 2000 as an invited paper. The chapter w ill 
also be submitted fo r publication in the Chemometrics and Intelligent Laboratory 
Systems journal.
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Abstract
In environmental applications dealing w ith data from  contaminated sites the 
positively skewed lognormal distribution has been the most commonly used model. The 
upper confidence lim it (UCL) o f the arithmetic mean o f  a lognormal population is 
computed by using the H-statistics. Recent concerns have arisen to the effectiveness o f 
the H-Statistic based U C L for the mean o f  the lognormal distribution in instances o f  
moderately to highly skewed data sets. In this paper the positively skewed Gamma 
distribution is considered as an alternative to the lognormal distribution and is shown to 
produce more reasonable U C L ’s fo r the mean. However, in using the Gamma distribution 
numerical algorithms are needed in parameter estimation to compute the U CL. This paper 
w ill show that the Gamma distribution is a much more stable model fo r site remediation 
data analysis and wiU provide the necessary numerical procedures needed to estimate a 
U CL fo r the mean. Several data sets from Superfund Sites w ill be used fo r examples.
Data sets from a lognormal distribution w ill be generated at low, middle and high degrees 
o f skewness, upper bounds from both distributions w ill be computed and compared to the 
resampling estimators.
Keywords: Site remediation, Kolmogrov-Smimov statistics. Goodness O f F it Testing, 
Maximum likelihood estimation. Parametric and Non-Parametric bootstrapping 
techniques. Coefficient o f  Variation, DiGamma Function, Gamma distribution, scale and 
shape parameters. Skewness, Upper Confidence Lim its
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Introduction
This paper is w ritten to provide a more accurate and stable distribution fo r the 
modeling o f  data obtained from  sites contaminated w ith  both organic and inorganic 
pollutants. M ost o f  the literature available on environmental statistics fo r computing a 
U C L o f  the mean contaminant concentration is based on the assumption that the data 
follows a normal distribution. Often environmental scientists erroneously consider data 
sets to fo llow  a normal distribution i f  the coefficient o f  variance is less than 1, as 
suggested by a rule o f  thumb, EPA [1]. Data from  Superfund Sites frequently appear to 
fo llow  a skewed probability distribution, in such instances the lognormal d istribution is 
often the suggested model, (see fo r example the EPA [2 ]). This seems to be the obvious 
choice since the log transformed data can then be analyzed using normal theory, Linhart
[3]. While there has been extensive analysis o f  the normal distribution, the lognormal 
distribution has not received the same level o f  scrutiny. However, often the skewness in 
the data set is caused by other factors such as outliers, biased sampling, multiple 
populations, o r anomalies.
Guidance documents from  the EPA have suggested using H-statistics when 
computing an upper bound fo r the mean o f  a lognormal distribution. Details o f  the H - 
Statistic can be found in G ilbert [4] and Land [28]. Recent concerns have arisen to  the 
effectiveness o f  the lognormal distribution itself, and the use o f  the H-Statistic based 
U C L fo r the mean o f  skewed data sets. G ilbert [5] indicated that statistical testing o f  
hypothesis based on H-Statistics could yield unusually high instances o f  w rongful 
acceptance o f  the null hypothesis. Singh et al [6 ], found in cases o f  skewed and mixed 
populations the H-Statistic based U C L fo r the mean was often orders o f magnitude larger
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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than the maximum observed data point. The authors also showed that even when the data 
was obtained from  a lognormal distribution, upper confidence lim its based on the Central 
L im it Theorem and non-parametric procedures, such as the jackknife and bootstrap, out 
performed the H-Statistic based UCL. The worst results were obtained when the standard 
deviation o f  the log transformed data starts exceeding 1, and/or the sample size was less 
than 30. This increase in the standard deviation, the shape parameter o f  the lognorm al 
distribution, is equivalent to an increase in skewness, since the measure o f  skewness is
defined as [(e^^ — 1)'^^]^ -f — 1)]. A lso suggested by the authors was the use o f  the 
M L  estimates in place o f  the H-Statistic, which produced results more consistent w ith  the 
non-parametric upper bounds, Singh et al [6 ],
Linhart [3 ] writes that in dealing w ith  non-negative variables or when the normal 
distribution does not appear to fit the data adequately the next obvious choice is the 
lognormal o r Gamma distribution. The Gamma distribution is often used to model 
skewed data, but has had Little or no mention in environmental applications. This is 
probably a result o f  the mathematical complexities involved in estimating its parameters, 
but w ith  the computing power available today these parameters can be estimated w ith  a 
high degree o f  accuracy. The Gamma distribution and its application have been well 
analyzed, as most o f  this information is catalogued in the 130 references found in 
Johnson and K o tz [7 ]. When dealing w ith  small data sets moment estimation based on 
sufficient statistics utilize the data in the most efficient way, Grice and Bain [8 ]. Another 
appealing attribute o f  the Gamma distribution is that it can be used to model h ighly 
skewed to moderately skewed data sets effectively. Moreover, it can be used when data
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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sets seem symmetric since it approaches the normal distribution as i t ’s shape parameter 
becomes large, Grice and Bain [8 ].
Methods
1. Numerical Methods fo r Computing the Maximum Likelihood Estimates fo r the 
Parameters o f  the Gamma Distribution
In order to make inferences on the mean o f  the Gamma D istribution it is first 
necessary to get efficient estimates o f  the parameters. It was shown by Fisher [9], that the 
efficiency o f  the moment estimates fo r a  and P  can be as low as .22, as a result 
estimates fo r  these parameters w ill be based on the method o f Maximum Likelihood 
Estimation. The M L  estimates o f  these parameters are known to be asymptotically 
efficient and consistent, Schneider [10]. Numerical procedures fo r the M L  estimates w ill 
be based on the paper by Choi and Wette [11] who provide an algorithm fo r computation 
o f the parameters and the associated bias. A n  adjustment for this bias is obtained from  a 
paper by K o tz  and Johnson [7]. Assuming the underlying distribution to be Gamma, let 
{x , ,X j, . . . ,x „ }  be the observed contaminant concentrations from  a site then the log- 
Ukehhood function is.
In L (x^ , ̂ ) = (a  - 1) In U  X- — ^  X- / ^  -  n In r  (a) - n a \ x i P .
/=! f=l
Setting the partial derivatives w ith  respect to both parameters equal to zero yields the 
M LE  estimates.
P  =  x ! â  and In û r-W (û f) =  l n x - ^ l n x ,
1=1
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Since the M LE  fo r/5  is dependant on à  and the observed average contaminant 
concentration, one only needs to numerically solve fo r the M LE  o f  a . The equation fo r 
the M LE  o f or is complicated by the presence o f  the DiGamma Function,
(/(or) =  r '(o r ) /F (o r ) . Choi and Wette [11] suggest applying the Newton-Rhapson 
iteration scheme.
or. =  d,_, -  ^  , where Z  =  I n x - ^ l n x ,
where â,. represents the ith estimate o f  or and is the previous estimate respectively. 
This iterative scheme is convergent fo r any initial value Ûq under the constraints 
0 < âg < oo and, â V '(â )  ^  1. The initia l value o f  1 /(2 â ) is suggested since this is the 
value the expectation o fZ  approaches, Choi and Wette [11].
In  order to apply this iteration scheme the Digamma function, (/(or) , and the 
Trigamma function, ( / '(o r ) , need to be numerically evaluated at each ith step, this is 
accomplished using the power series expansions given in Choi and Wette [11],
V (& ) =  - / - / / - '  + â j [ i ( / + â ) ] - '  and W '(â ) =  J | ( z + â ) ‘
(=I (=0
where y  is Euler’s constant, 0.57782157. Both the Digamma and Trigamma functions 
have been analyzed and tabulated in a paper by Pairman [12]. Suggested in Choi and 
Wette [11], referencing a paper by Jordan [13], approximations to these expansions was 
shown to be in agreement up to the eight digit o f  those values obtained by Pairman [12]. 
The approximations are as follows,
W (â ) =  In «  -  {1+  [1 -  (1 /10  - 1  /(21« " )) / â  "" ] /(6 â )  } /(2 â )
and
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W '( « ) = { l  +  { l +  [ l - ( l / 5 - l / ( 7 â ^ ) ) / â ' ] / ( 3 â ) } / 2 â ) } / â  
In this paper the above iteration schemes were stopped after the absolute difference 
between <r,- and â,._, was less than lx lO ~ ^ .
In  a numerical study i f  the bias o f  the M L  estimates fo r the parameters o f  a Gamma 
distribution Choi and Wette [ I I ]  showed that the bias o f  the estimates decrease as n 
increases, as expected due to the property o f  consistency in the M L  estimates. More 
im portantly the study gives strong evidence that a positive bias exists, B (â )  >  a  . An 
adjustment fo r the bias was given in a paper by Johnson and K o tz  [7 ] as, 
â  = â ( l  — 3 /n )  +  2 /3n  fo r n > 4 and â  > 1, Schneider [10]
2. Upper Confidence Lim it fo r the Mean o f  the Gamma D istribution
The most important aspect pertaining to the analysis o f  contaminant concentration 
data is to obtain an acceptable lim iting value o f  concentration o f  contaminants before site 
remediation is implemented. Again assuming the data fo llows a Gamma
distribution, this value is the upper bound fo r the mean / i  =  a P  . To begin consider the 
statistic,
Z = 2 , S i p - x l „
A  100(1 —/0)% confidence interval fo r the mean can be constructed in the usual way from  
the probability statement,
Pixlana) ) < 2 r i x l p <  xl-p,ana)  ) =  1 -  P 
yielding the upper bound,
P{a P  <  2nxa /  Xp(2„a) )  =  1 -  P  •
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This o f  course is not a confidence interval due to the fact that the confidence lim its 
themselves depend on a  , which is assumed to be unknown. I f  we were to replace a  w ith 
i t ’s M LE  estimateâ , we would only have an approximate (I — p )%  C l . Due to the 
sensitive nature and the possible cost o f  cleanup that could result in not knowing exactly 
the amount o f  e rror introduced by substituting â , an upper bound w ill be constructed 
based on a paper w ritten by J. Grice and L. Bain [8 ], who estimated this error and give 
the necessary corrections.
Grice and Bain [8] analyze this problem by investigating the uniform ly most powerful 
tests o f  the hypothesis.
Ho  : a P  > vs. the alternative H a  : a P  < ap^  and 
Ho  : a P  <  aP „ vs. the alternative H a : a p  >
where, fo r the firs t hypothesis, you reject Ho in favor o f Ho i f  x  I aP „ < x],ana) / ,
Mood et al [14]. The power o r size o f  the critical region y  fo r  this test is obtained by 
rearrangement o f the above probability statements and defined as,
=  P O c la p  <  ! '^nâ) = y
^  ^a ,6 ) =  P ( x / a p  <  x l - e u 2n&) < 2nd) =  y  
where 9 is the corrected percentile o f  the chi-square distribution, when a. is used in place 
o f a  . The termP, {cc,6') is o f  importance because it yields the desired upper bound w ith  
a correction fo r the use o f the M L  estimate à  . Grice and Bain [8] used Monte Carlo 
simulation to determine the respective sizes, (a , 0 ) ,  by generating random gamma 
deviates from  a Gamma distribution w ith  mean / /  =  10,/9 =  l0 /û r  fo r numerous 
combinations o f  a  and n . The results o f  the study are found in Grice and Bain [8 ].
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The ümiting values o f P;{0,6) = P,(.a,&) and P, (°°,û) =  P,{a,9)  are,
/>2(0 , ^ ) = 1- P , (0 ,1 - 0 )
and
Pi{°°,0)  =  f^(oo,0 ) = J o [ ( v / n ) ‘'^ z ^ ] / ( v ;2, ( n - l ) / 2 )t/v
where C>(x) is the standard normal distribution function and Zg is the standard normal
percentile w ith  mean ICO and variance 0 , Grice and Bain [8 ]. These results can be used 
for interpolation when experiments fall outside the range o f  the Monte Carlo study.
It was seen that fo r values o f  a  >  0.15 that the size o f  the tests are basically constant, 
especially in P, (<ar,0).Due to this Grice and Bain [ 8] suggest that fo r most practical 
purposes at a pre-selected value 0 the follow ing is an adequate approximation to the 
actual power , y  =  P .{a ,0 ) =  /^ (< » ,0 ).
For finding a specific 100 (1 — p)%  upper bound Grice and Bain [8] provide a table in 
which the values o f  0 are given to reach a desired p  =  Py (°° ,0 ) , at the levels 
0 =  .005,.01,.025,.05,.075,.1,.25 and n = 5,10,20,40, °o .
An upper bound fo r the mean is obtained by using the above power o f  the hypothesis 
Ho : a p  > ap^ vs. the alternative Ha : aP  <  aP ^ ,
P, (ÛT, 0) =  P { x / a p  <  z l ( 2n&) 12«d) =  y  
giving an upper confidence lim it o f  2 r ix â l  xl.an&) ’ except fo r instances where a  is 
known to be small. Whenûr is known to be small Grice and Bain [8] suggest 
interpolating on 0  using the tables containing the actual pow er o f  P̂ (JÔ ,0).
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3. Confidence Interval fo r  Gïamma Shape Parameter a
Now that an approxim ately unbiased estimate fo r a  has been constructed a 
confidence interval needs to  be obtained for use in Goodness O f F it Testing. The 
confidence intervals a  are constructed by modifying the confidence intervals fo r the 
coefficient o f variation, a~^‘ ^ , obtained by Linhart [3 ]. B y setting cr =  A /2  the Pearson 
Type I I I  model is obtained amd the maximum likelihood estimate fo r A is obtained by 
solving,
ln (Â /2) - W ( Â / 2) =  l n T - ^ l n ( x , ) / / i
;=I
Linhart [3] notes that fo r la rg e X  the left hand side can be estimated by 1 /(Â — 1 /3 ). The 
confidence intervals are determ ined using Bartlett’s [15] approximation.
m =  In X -  ̂  ln(jr,. ) /  r? =  {[1 +  (1 +1 /  n) /  3A] /  «A};jf^_,
f=i
which yields the statistic,
n^m /[\ +  i \  +  n - ^ ) / 3 X J \ ^ X lx
The accuracy o f  this ajpproximation was first investigated by Bishop and N air [16] 
and again by Linhart [3 ] who compared the first four cumulates .01, .05, .95, and .99 to 
the exact distribution and fo u n d  fo r A =  2 , a  =  1 , the error to  be less than .005 in the first 
two cumulates and smaller tham .001 in the four cumulates fo r  the values, A > 4 , a  > 2 .  
A  100(l-<r)%  confidence inte rva l is obtained by rearranging the probability statement,
P iZ o -a n u -i ^ n À m / [ l  +  (1 +  /z"' ) / 3A] <  ) =  Of
= P in À ^m /x l , 2.n-i ^  >3. -t-(n +  1) / 3/2 < nÀ^m/X i-a/2.n-i) =  ^
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and using the quadratic equation setting A. =  2 a  gives,
I mver % a - a / I  u p p e r X a 1 2 j t - l  /  4n ? ? z)
where
=  [ I  +  (1 +  4 ( n  +  D m /  3 % ; ^ , ]
= [ !  +  ( ] +4(M +  l)m /3 % j,z ._ ,) '" ]
4. Goodness O f Fit Test fo r the Gamma Distribution
Now that we have appropriate estimates fo r the U C L o f  the mean and parameters o f  a 
Gamma distribution we must validate our assumption o f an underlying Gamma 
distribution fo r soil contamination data. For this we wiU look at a Kolmogrov-Smimov 
(KS) type test statistic fo r Goodness O f Fit o f a Gamma distribution. A  KS statistic is one 
that involves the maximum vertical distance between the empirical distribution function 
and the assumed distribution function. An advantage to the KS type statistic over the Chi- 
Square Test is that confidence bands can be formed fo r the unknown distribution 
function. One o f  the most important reasons fo r the use o f  a KS type statistic is that is not 
affected by smaU sample sizes as is the Chi-Square Test which assumes a large enough 
sample to provide a good approximation as the distribution o f  the test statistic, Conover
[17]
In testing fo r Goodness O f Fit we w ill base it upon the hypothesis that the data 
follows a Gamma distribution. The testing problem, form ally, is to test
H o  : F (x )  =  F * (x )  vs Ha : F  { x ) ^  F * (x )  where F ( x )  is the true unknown C D F 
and F * (x )  is the assumed Gamma CDF. A  Kolm ogrov-Sm im ov type statistic is defined
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to be the maximum distance between the empirical distribution function, 5 (x ) — H n ,  and 
the assumed CDF F  * ( x ) , i.e.,
P's,at =  | f  * (x ) -  5 (x )|, Conover [ 17]
Quantiles o f  the distribution o f this statistic have been well analyzed in Kolmogrov
[18] and tabulated by Smirnov [19]. Lee [20] compared the exact power o f  the 
Kolmogrov test using a standard parametric test. The test situation was assuming a 
normal distribution w ith  equal variances to test whether F '( x )  had a mean vs. some 
other normal w ith  mean . The KS test was compared to the normal test and even under
the worst conditions the power o f  the KS test statistic was not much worse than the 
normal test. Conover [17]
The Kolm ogrov Goodness O f Fit Test described above is good for testing when the 
assumed distribution function is completely specified, meaning parameters o f  the null 
distribution function are not estimated. This is not the case when dealing with 
contaminant concentration data since the parameters o f  the Gamma distribution need to 
be estimated. As a result we w ill used a modification o f  the above statistic fo r families o f  
distributions, the statistic type itse lf remains the same but we w ill have to use a table 
other than the table o f  the quantiles fo r the Kolm ogrov Test Statistic, Conover [17].
The Gamma distribution function estimated from the data w ill be denoted
F^ { x ,â ,P ) , while the Empirical Distribution Function, EDF, w ill be defined as,
^rt iZ) =  ^ ç { x - X ;) In  where =  1 fo r z >  0 , 0 otherwise
(=1
The test statistic o f  the Kolm ogrov Smirnov type is defined as.
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D „ { à , P ) =  S u p \s S x ) - F „ { x ,â ,P ) \
where D ^ {â ,0 )  is used to denote the dependence o f  the statistic on the data size and
estimated parameter values. In  essence we are testing how well the parameters used to 
define the Gamma distribution fit the observed data. The hypothesis being tested is 
whether the fitted Gamma distribution is a good fit to the underlying unknown 
distribution F ( x ) , form ally defined as
Ho : F (x )  =  F„ i x ,a ,P )  v j. Ha  : F (x )  ^  F „(x ,a ,/9 )  fo r some x ,  where Ho is 
rejected fo r large values o f ,
The critical values o f  are not found in the Kolm ogrov tables because each 
F^ (x,or,y9) to be tested is dependent on estimated parameters, and change w ith varying 
data sizes and parameter values. These critical values are provided in a dissertation by 
Schneider [10]. To obtain the critical values at a specified level p  Schneider [10]
conducted a Monte Carlo study to find the null distribution o f  £>„ (t2, P ) , by generating a
random sample o f  size» from a T (a ,l)  distribution to produce a single D „ {â ,p ' )  . The
parameter p  was set to unity since the distribution o f  D ^ {â ,P )  is independent o f  scale 
and location parameters, Schneider [10]. This procedure was then repeated 5000 times 
and the resulting (<%, P )  were ordered producing the percentile points.
In the results Schneider [10] observed a “ fa irly smooth contour”  o f D „ {â ,P )  over a  and 
n at each significance level, and questioned the precision in the third decimal, Schneider 
[10]. As a fix to this Schneider [10] used a smoothing function o f  the form.
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A {p y
n " " + C ( p )
/
at a selected significance level p . I t  was found that this function worked well fo r 
(X >  0 .5 . The smoothed percentage points are found in Schneider [10] and are used fo r 
values o f a  greater than 0.5. For all other values o f a  the original Monte Carlo results are 
used. For values o f a  no t in the table Schneider [10] provides the estimated values o f  the 
constants to be used in the above function. This table contains piecewise fits w ith  break 
points between n =4(1)9 and n =10(5)30 which Schneider [10] found to be the most 
suitable in defining tw o distinct areas o f  each contour. In addition this function is 
suggested fo r extrapolation purposes when values o f n are outside the range o f  the study.
The study was conducted w ith  data sizes o f  n =  10,15,20,25 ,30 , shape parameters 
a  =  0.1,0.2,0.5,!,2,5,10,20,50 at significance levels p  =0.2,0.15,.0.1,0.05,0.01. In  
comparison to a paper by Durbin [21], who tabulated the exact null distribution o f
for exponential data, the maximum deviation in results was 0.004 at » =  4 w ith
an average difference less than 0.002, at the significance levels 0.05,0.10 and 0.20. In  
samples o f  size 10 and 30 the critical values at the same significance levels never differed 
by more than 0.001. A lso noted fo r sample sizes o f  50 and 100 use o f  the smoothing 
function provided similar results,Schneider [10].
The Criteria to determine the appropriate critical values o f  D „(â ,y9 ) in testing fo r the 
appropriateness o f a Gamma distribution are as follows:
1.) Obtain the M L  estimates o f  <z,y9and calculate D ^ { â ,0 )
2.) Calculate the confidence intervals fo r a , outlined in section 3
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3.) Use the smoothed percentage points in Schneider [10], i f  » o r a  are not in this 
table use the smoothing function using the constants tabulated in Schneider 
[ 10], and obtain the three critical values corresponding and
4.) Reject Ho  i f  D ^ { â ,P )  is greater than all three critical values.
Accept Ho  i f  (â ,  P )  is smaller than aU three critical values.
5.) Otherwise choose a critica l value dependant on how conservative the test is 
made to be.
5. Generating Random Gamma Deviates
In order to use Monte Carlo Simulation or parametric resampling techniques a 
procedure to generate random Gamma deviates is needed. This is achieved by using the 
algorithm given by W hittaker [22], which is based on the w ell-know n fact,
X = - p Y \ n U , ^ n [ a y P )
1=1
where each U  . \s a random variable from  a Uniform  distribution between (0,1), and [a ]  
is the integer part o f  a  . The transformations needed to yield the eventual Gamma 
random variables are given by W hittaker [22] as follows,
letting U, ,1/2 and f / j  be independent U (0 ,1) variables
define S, = U \ ‘ ’’ and  where S, - fS j < 1
and let T  =  5, / (S, -t- S'; ) ,  X^ =  —Y In C/3 
then X^ ~ r(p,l) , and Y ~  Be ta {p ,\ — p ) •
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Gamma deviates from  a distribution w ith P  ^  \ are produced by first defining 
p  =  a  —[ a ] , and letting X,  =  —p ï  In C/3, which from  W hittaker [22] follows a Gamma 
distribution w ith  shape parameter p and scale parameter P  . Finally, letting 
Z  =  %, -t-% yields a random variable from a F (p  +  [ a ] , = T {a ,P )  distribution.
Numerically the procedure and quality o f these random Gamma deviates depends on 
the manner in which the random variables from a uniform  distribution over the unit 
interval are obtained. The routine for producing the uniform  deviates in this paper is 
found in Numerical Recipes in Fortran Second Edition, Press et al [23]. This routine was 
chosen because the shuffle used produces low-order serial correlations.
6 . The Lognormal D istribution and the H-Statistic
Due to the E P A ’s continued and suggested use o f  the lognormal distribution fo r 
making inferences on data collected from polluted sites, the H-Statistic and other 
estimates w ill be given in this section. The contaminated data fo llow  a lognormal 
distribution i f  the logarithmic transformation o f the data follows a normal distribution. 
Moreover, it is obvious from  the definition that the appropriateness in assuming a 
lognormal d istribution is dependent upon the proper measurement o f  normality o f  the log 
transformed data. Mathematically the lognormal d istribution in environmental 
applications is represented as follows.
Letting X  =  {x, ,x^ ,...,x„ }be the data collected from  a contaminated site i f
Y = In X  fo llows a distribution then X  = e^  fo llow s a L N {p ,c r^ )  distribution
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with the p d f, f^= {2K <T  ) e —d[r. Although it is common practice to
X
symbolize the mean and variance o f  both distributions w ith p  and , in this paper//, and 
w ill denote the mean and variance o f  the original log transformed data. The moments 
o f  the lognormal distribution are found by considering the well known moment 
generating function o f Y ,
Af ̂ (/) =  F fe '’’) =  which implies that E (T ^) =
Therefore the mean and variance are,
//,
cr," (e'""' - 1)
Other parameters o f  interest are.
Coefficient o f Variance = C V  =<% ,///, = -1 ) '^ '
Measure o f  skewness =  {C V Ÿ  + 3 (C V )
In using this distribution to model site contaminated data, finding an upper bound fo r 
the mean contaminate concentration wiU again be the main focus. The first estimate to be 
considered is the sample mean x  , which is an unbiased estimate regardless o f the 
underlying distribution. Moreover, i f  the underlying distribution is normal then the 
sample mean is the M VU E estimate. In  the case when the underlying distribution is 
lognormal x  is not the M VUE estimate. The M L  estimates are obtained by using the
estimates ÿ  =  ^ In x , .  / » and ^ ( I n x .  — ÿ Ÿ /»  in the above equations giving,
f=i
Â  and =
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I t  is suggested that these estimates be used when the C V  is less than 1.2, i.e. the data 
is not heavily skewed, G ilbe rt [4] and Koch and L ink [24]. I f  the C V  is greater than 1.2 
Gilbert suggests using the M V U E  estimated derived by Finney and presented in a paper 
by Bradu and Mundlak [25 ]. The M V U E  solution derived as follows.
Let z ,j^ b e  tw o independent random variables where z ~ and
~ <7^x11 ”  - The moments o f  are defined as x l  /  and can be represented 
in the functional fo rm  as fo llow s.
EC52* ) =  +  y t= 0 ,I,.
n* (» +  2k)
Finney [26] introduced the fo llow ing  function.
n \ n  +  2k)
k=0
"  Y 1 *
k\n +  \
which is combined w ith  the previous equation and algebraically simplified to.
_ n̂Acr-‘ /(n+l)
1
Using the estimates, 5  ̂ = ------- ^  (%. -  ~ and x  ~ N(^p,o^  / n) the follow ing is
n — l
given by Bradu and M undlak [25],
E[e^g, —- —(c — l / 2 n r ^ ) s ^  
n — l
1 =  E[e'‘g„
2nc — r  
2 ( n - l )
g
n ( c - 1/ 2» t 2) j 2
» — I
is an unbiased estimate fo r
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This estimator is also the uniform ly minimum variance unbiased estimate (M V U E ), since 
and X are jo in tly  sufficient and complete statistics, Bradu and Mundlak [25].
So fo r the lognormal distribution we have, assuming Y = \n X  follows a normal 
distribution.
Median
V 2( n - l )
, r  = 1 and c =  0
/
o f  - 1) => â, g „ (2s ) - g „
n - 2  2^
n — l
In this paper a program evaluates the series g„ (/) , tables o f  these values can be found 
in any o f  the fo llow ing references: Aitchison and B row n [27], Koch and L ink  [24], o r 
G ilbert [4 ]. The variance o f the estimate,//, is also given by Bradu and Mundlak [25] as,
2y\{g„(sl/2f-g„{{n-2)slKn-l))]
<7 //, = e  '■
To find an upper bound fo r the mean o f  the lognormal distribution, consider the pth  
quantile fo r the distribution o f  the random variable % defined as P {X  < x ^ )  =  p . 
Moreover, the pth quantile o f  a standard normal random variable is,
P (Z  <Zp)  =  e C  <Zp)  =  P { x < p +  ZpCT) =  p  
therefore the pth  quantile fo r a random variable % o f  a lognormal distribution is given by
X =  . So an upper bound fo r the mean using the above M V U E  estimates is
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Another estimate that can be used is to place the M L  estimates, y  and 
5  ̂ =  ^  ( y . — ÿ)^ / n , into the above equation. A  disadvantage to using these estimates is
the lognormal mean and percentiles are biased. The estimate (y,- — ÿ Ÿ  /(n — l)
can also be used w ith only a slight difference numerically.
The most commonly used 100(1 —a )%  UCL for the mean o f  the lognormal is based 
on the H-statistic given by Land [28] [29] as
y+\!2s]+-
—gV ’
where ŝ . =  (y,. — y)^ /(n  — l)  and the values o f are tabulated in
/=!
Land [29] based on 5,., n and a  . The U C L based on the H-statistic is the recommended
method fo r skewed data, and has optimal properties i f  the underlying distribution is truly 
lognormal, Gilbert [4 ]. However, in practice this method can produce poor and 
misleading results i f  the data contains outliers or is a mixture o f  distributions Singh et al 
[6].
When values o f  ŝ . and n are not represented in the tables Land [29] suggests the use
o f  Lagrangian cubic interpolation. Abramowitz and Stegun [30] give the functional form 
as,
/ ( x „  +  ph) =  A _ ,/ „  +  A ./o  +  A ,/ ,  +  A , / ,  + R , „  +
O
( P ^ - l ) ( p - 2) ^  /7 (p -H l)(p  - 2 ) p { p ~ - X )
2 2 +  6------
The cubic Lagrangian interpolation is given as follows, Gerald and Wheatley [31],
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P  (x )  { x - x y ) { x - x ^ ) j x - x j  ^   ̂ ( x - x , ) ( x  — X 3 K X - X J  ^  
^ ( x ,  -  X ; )(X , -  X3 ) (X , -  X4 )  ‘ (X ;  -  X, ) ( X ;  -  X 3 ) ( X ;  ~  X  J  ^
( x - x , ) U - - f 2) ( - ^ - - ^ 4)  V , ( z  -  X, ) ( x  -  X ; ) ( x  —  X3 )  ^
V 3 .  ,  . ,  , \  V 4
2 +
( ^ 3  -  4  ) ( ^ 3  -  ^ 2  ) ( ^ 3  -  ^ 4  )  ( ^ 4  -  4  ) ( ^ 4  “  ^ 2  ) ( ^ = 4  ~  ^ 3  )
In cases where ŝ . and n are both not given in the table the above formula w ill be adapted
by performing cubic Lagrangian interpolation in the x  d irec tion  followed by cubic 
Lagrangian interpolation in the y  direction. This involves ho W ing y  constant and 
interpolating on the x  values at each o f the four values follovued by interpolation on 
the y  values holding x  constant.
For further comparisons a conservative upper bound fo r ithe mean is obtained by 
applying the Chebychev theorem w ith  the above M V U E  estiimates,//, = e^g „(l/2s -^ ) and
7 2y\{g„(sl/2f  -g„{(n-2)slnn-l))\
estimated variance o  p, = e  '■ % yielding a  100(1 -  p )%  Chebychev
U C L
^uppcr — ^ , fo r a desired significance le ve l p ,  k  =  p~ '‘ ^
In general this estimate should tend to be conservative but is mot assured.
7. Nonparametric Bootstrapping
The results o f the UCL based on the Gamma distribution a re  compared w ith those 
based on the lognormal distribution by using the computer-intensive method o f 
bootstrapping. The method o f  bootstrapping simulates repeated samples by randomly 
picking a data point from the original data set w ith equal prob»ability. From these created 
data sets various methods wiU be used to obtain a U C L o f  the mean based on the 
Empirical D istribution Function (EDF) o f  each set.
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In the fo llow ing discussion, from  Davison and Hinkley [32], T  is the statistic on 
which to base inferences regarding the unknown parameter 0 , and r= T (x ,, X2....,Xn) is the 
value o f rca lcu la ted from the sample {x ,, X2,...,Xn>. The first and most basic bootstrap 
estimate is to assume that T  fo llow s a normal distribution w ith  mean 0 4- P and variance 
V, where P  is the bias. The bias and variance are assumed unknown and can be 
estimated by the bootstrap method by taking N  simulated data sets and computing 
the pth  quantile estimate o f  T  - 0. This is done letting T '  be the ith simulated data set and
/* be the estimate calculated from  7)*, then calculate and order t]  —t . The pth quantile
estimate o f  T  - 0  is then defined as — r , where V  is chosen such that Np is an integer.
The 100(1 —<2 )% basic bootstrap confidence interval is,
(  “ 0  .  ^ ~ ( f / V ( a / 2 )  )
The accuracy o f  these estimates depends upon the agreement o f  the distribution o f 
T* — r to that o f  T  - 0 . Davison and Hinkley [32] suggest that i f  the distribution o f  T -  0 is 
dependent on unknowns, then alternative expressions contrasting T  and 0 should be used. 
One way to do this is to use studentized comparisons, which is given by estimating,
'p _Q  ̂ r p ' _
S = — ^y^w ith  the bootstrap estimate, S* = —^ , { , 2  , where T* and V^'^^are based on the
simulated sample . Again the values o f  s] = i  =  1,2 ,..., A  are
ordered with the pth  quantile estimate being . Substituting the simulated quantile
estimate o f S into the well know n studentized confidence intervals generates the 
studentized bootstrap confidence lim its, also referred to as bootstrap-t lim its.
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•^A'd-a/2)»
Generally i f  the sample is large enough a simple approximation using the quantiles o f 
the standard normal distribution can be used. For contaminant concentration data this is 
often inadequate and is calculated in this paper for comparative purposes. The 
improvement gained over the normal approximation w ill be measured by looking at a 
Q — Q p lo t o f  the r* values.
Often in parametric analysis statistics T  can be used to estimate 0 fo r which
approximate distributions exist and can be extended to nonparametric analysis. I f  this is
the case approximate distributions fo r T  can be calculated using the delta method, which
yields the delta method variance estimate, Davison and H inkley [32].
Mathematically the influence values are obtained by looking at the influence 
function,
L, F  ) =  lim at ^ =  0
f  de
where H  is the unit step function going from  0 to 1 at jj. =  x .  Substituting F  fo r F  results
in the empirical influence function l { x )  =  L ^ (x ;F ) . Assuming a smooth function g the
estimate o f  the unknown scalar parameter 6 can be put in the linear form,
r(G ) =  /(F )  +  J l ,  {x-,F)dG<ix)
Taking G  =  F  , and applying the firs t order approximation gives the nonparametric delta 
method.
/ (F )  = /(F )  +  J l , (x; F ) / /F  (x ) = /(F )  +1 / /z £  L, (x^.; F )
y=i
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Next applying the central lim it theorem to the right hand side o f  the equation implies that 
T  — G follows an approximate normal distribution with mean 0, since
J Lj{x-,F)dF{x) =  0 ,  and variance v ^ (F ) . The variance is mathematically written,
v^(F) = l / /z v a r (4 (X ) )  = l/n |L f(A r)d F (x )
and is approximated by substituting F  fo r F  giving the nonparametric delta method 
variance estimate,
y=i
where /(x ) =  /(x ^ ) are the values o f  the empirical influence function /(x ) =  L , ( x ;F ) ,
referred to as the empirical influence values.
Davison and Hinkley [32] note that making a bias adjustment in the numerator o f 
T - 0
S — — —  is rarelv effective and is imolicit ly made in the bootstrapped estimate.
The studentized bootstrap estimate using the nonparametric delta method variance
is,
•̂ yV(I-<2/2) ’ ^Na/2^
Moreove, the influence values need to be calculated based on the EDF o f each o f  the 
simulated data sets,
V* = I/« ^ ^ /^ (x V ,F * )  where f(x *;F *) =  /(X y F ) - l /n ^ /(x ] . ;F * )
y=i y=i
In analyzing contaminant concentration data nonparametricaUy, we use / =  x  o r 
/ (F )  =  jx d F ( x ) . The influence function is derived taking
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/[( I — e )F  -t-£ ff^ ]  =  (1 —£•)// + £X and differentiating,
L ,(x ) =  ̂evaluated at f  =  0 equals x - p .
de
So the empirical influence function becomes, I (x )  =  x —x  and is evaluated by I j  = X j —x  
This results in the nonparametric delta method variance estimate,
=  v ^ (F ) =  1 /n ^ ^ { X j —x Ÿ  , Davison and H inkley [32]
The next nonparametric bootstrap estimate useful in analyzing contaminant 
concentration data is the basic percentile method and the adjusted percentile method, 
where the adjustment made is fo r skewness. A  possible improvement to a bootstrap 
interval may lie in finding a transformation o r looking at the simulation results to  gain 
insight as to what might be a suitable transformation. Percentile methods d iffer in that 
they implicitly use the existence o f  a good transformation w ithout having to find the 
transformation. Davison and H inkley [32] explain this mathematically as follows:
Define the unknown transformation o f  F  as C/ = h(t) , which has a symmetric 
distribution. Then find the basic bootstrap interval fo r the transformed parameter defined 
as ^  =  /j(0 ) w ith significance level a  . Assuming the transformation on T  fo llows a 
symmetric distribution implies the quantiles, £/ — ̂ , fo llow  a symmetric distribution. 
Moreover, the fo llow ing is true,
P ( U -<(>< a^ i2 ) =  P (JJ -4 > >  =  a / 2
which implies,
P{4>>U =  F ((Z )< f/-a ,_ ^ /;)  =  a / 2  =>
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P{U  < < z > < U -a „/2) =  I - a
therefore the 100(1 —a )%  confidence interval is U  —cix-ai2 ^EI —a^,^ ■ The basic bootstrap 
interval would then be w ritten  as u — M^d_a/2)y“  — «/va/2 ’ which is the same as 
"jva/2 -  w,w%r(i_a/2) ~ « , duc to Symmetry. Substituting into the basic bootstrap confidence 
limits given earlier as f  — (/y^([_a, - / ) ,  t -  (/^^ - 1) gives, 
u - [ u - u \ , ^ ) , u  which equals
Transforming back gives the bootstrap percentile estimate,
^Na^^NO-a/Z)
which is independent o f  h , Davison and Hinkley [32].
The ability o f the percentile method to provide good estimates depends upon T  being 
unbiased on the transformed scale, which is rarely the case. Another problem is the shape 
o f  the distribution o f  T  changes as the sampling moves from  F  to F  . The adjusted 
percentile method can be used to overcome the difficulties o f  the percentile method. The 
adjusted percentile method is obtained by applying the method used in the parametric 
case with no nuisance parameters, since no underlying model is assumed. The 
nonparametric exponential fam ily is constructed using the least favorable family o f  the 
multinomial distribution o f  the frequencies o f the resampled data. The resampling model 
used to obtain a resampled random variable X * , is the exponential tilted distribution
—Xj) —Pj—
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where /.is the empirical influence value o f  ta t X;. The function;; is a monotone function
o f  the parameter 6  w ith inverse 7]{0). The bias correction factor is w = 0 “ ‘[G (r ) ], where 
0  implies the standard normal distribution, and is estimated w ith nonparametric 
bootstrap simulation as,
# (C  ^  0-1
N
The skewness correction factor is obtained by substituting the nonparametric 
analogue into the no nuisance parametric equation, yielding.
<3 =  1/6- \il2
The Bias Correction Skewness (B C A ) confidence limits are then given by,
) ' where a / 2  =  0
i ~ a ( w  +  z^r.
8 . Parametric Bootstrapping Assuming a Gamma Distribution
The fo llow ing discussion on parametric bootstrapping methods is based on the w ork 
form Davison and Hinkley [32]. Parametric bootstrap resampling consists o f  obtaining 
the parameter estimates discussed above and then generating N  data sets o f  size equal to 
the original data set from an assumed distributional model. As in the previous section we 
are interested in the properties o f  the distribution o f  T  which yields, t , ati estimate o f  the 
parameter 6 . Moreover, we w ill assume the random sample o f  the contaminant 
concentration data X  =  {x^,x^,...,x^} fo llo w  a Gamma distribution with CDF F ( x ) . The 
parameters o f the Gamma distribution w ill be estimated using the M LE  method given
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earlier to obtain the fitted Gamma model with CDF, F ( x ) . The simulated data sets,
X'. = { x ’ ,.V2,...,x *}, i  =  1,2,.. . ,N  , are generated according to the fitted model. Further,
the ith parameter estimate o f  0 , calculated from the ith simulated data set, is denoted
71'. A ll o f the nonparametric bootstrap confidence interval estimates defined in the
previous section can be used simply by substituting in the Gamma estimates for the mean 
and the simulated estimates respectively. More sophisticated tests such as the bootstrap p- 
value for testing o f  distributional families and the adjusted percentile method for the U C L 
are given in this section.
To better asses the appropriateness o f  modeling contaminant concentration data , the 
bootstrap p-value is calculated w ith  the null hypothesis / / „  o f  a Gamma distribution 
family verse the alternative H^  o f  a lognormal family. The test statistic measures the 
difference between the information contained in the data and the null hypothesis, where t 
is the observed value observed from  the data. Large values o f  F̂ ,̂ , w ill result in rejection 
o f the null hypothesis in favor o f  the alternative. The associated p-value o r significance 
probability measures the probability o f  observing a value o f  F̂ ,̂ , under the null
hypothesis. Therefore large p-values lead to acceptance o f  H ^ . Mathematically this is 
written, p = P{T^,^,>t\H„).
Even when the null d istribution o f  F̂ ^̂ , does not depend on nuisance parameters,
often obtained by standardizing o r conditioning on the sufficient statistics, calculating the 
p-value may be d ifficu lt o r even impossible, Davison and H inkley [32]. When these 
situations arise the Monte Carlo resampling method provides good approximations,
Davison and Hinkley [32]. M onte Carlo tests obtain the observed test statistic t
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from  AT simulated data sets under the null hypothesis distribution. These values, denoted 
by r , ' , / ; , are ordered to obtain the M onte Carlo p-value in the continuous case,
P =  ^  = Pn,c =  ’ Davison and H inkley [32]
As in the case when dealing w ith the contaminant concentration data, the null 
distribution wiU depend on nuisance parameters, a,fi o f the Gamma model. These
nuisance parameters are estimated by the M L E  method to obtain the null model . The
Monte Carlo p-value method does not exactly apply since the nuU distribution is
dependent upon nuisance parameters w ith  an approximate p-value o f  p  =  P(jTs,a, — •
The bootstrap p-value uses the same procedure except the N  simulated data sets are 
obtained from  F^, yielding the bootstrap p-value.
Pbo
#/• > r
N
The problem o f  testing the lognormal model vs. the Gamma model can be formulated
as.
„ : f ( x )  =  (x) vs : / ( x )  =  (x )
where / „ ( x ) na)P— , is the Gamma pdf, and / „  (x) = ac(2;r) — is the lognormal
pdf. Since the distributions contain nuisance parameters the bootstrap p-value is based on
the test statistic =  1 /  « In =  1 /  «[in F„ ( x , ) -  In (x , 0 „ ) ], where 0
represents the M L  estimates. The value o f  t is derived as follows.
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^ O x i X f — p Ÿ  ___
l / / 2ln L „ ----------5----------l / 21n c r ^ - l / 21n 2; r - l n x
2n<j
which upon substituting the M L  estimates, f i  =  In xand =  ^ ( In x ,-  -  p Ÿ  /  n =  ,
2s.
2
= -----^ - l / 21n j , ^ - l / 2 In 2 ; r - / /
In
= - l / 2 - l / 2 In 2 y z s , ^ „ - p  
Similarly fo r the null hypothesis we have ,
l / n ln L „  = ( a  —l) ln x  —x/>9 —In F (a )  —a \ n P  
=  a ln x  —In x  —x/yS —In F (a )  — a ln  P  
which upon substitution o f the M L  estimates, P  = x !  â , where à  satisfies the equation 
In a  - V ( a )  =  In x  — In x ,
=  à U - U ~ â - \ n  r ( â )  -  â  ln (x  /  â )
From these equations the value o f  the test s ta tis tic /from  the data is, 
t =  - l / 2 - ] / 21n 2m,^ - / / - â / i - f - / /  +  â  +  ln r ( â ) + â ln ( x /â )
=  —1/2 —1 /2 In2;zs,^ — â p  +  â  +  In F (â )  — â ln (â / x ) , Davison and H inkley [32] 
Finally random samples are generated fro m  the fitted distribution under the null 
hypothesis, and fo r each simulated data set, r* is calculated and ordered and the bootstrap 
p-value is obtained.
The fo llow ing three examples are given to  illustrate the above procedure. The first 
example is a data set generated in M initab from  a Gamma distribution w ith  parameters 
a  =  e and P  =  \ ,  while the second example is a generated set from  a lognormal
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distribution w ith  parameters p  =  0.5 and <7 =  1. The parameters were chosen such that 
the means were the same for both distributions. The third example was obtained from 
Davison and Hinkley [32] and is merely offered to verify the computations. A ll examples 
are based on A/ =  1000 bootstrap runs.
Example 1. Data: n=23, T (<7 =  e , l) , 1.85592, 1.38518, 5.35072, 1.56020, 
2.49766, 1.74838, 0.72612, 1.87382, 1.43118, 1.35661, 6.63426,1.44249, 
2.66408, 4.84421, 1.05446, 1.99104, 2.42628, 5.92583, 1.73890, 0.75220, 
3.07631,3.17012, 1.07993
The M L  estimates are<2 =  2.80071353, P  =0.878439, / i  =  0.71122824,
•̂ in =0.61472368 and test statistic t =  0.5617510750066912
the ordered /'a re  0.4689534937, 0.74046359437,...... 1.859562263077322,
# / '  >  /
therefore substituting into =  — —— , gives =  .999, w ith the
conclusion that there is no evidence to change from a Gamma to a lognormal 
model..
Example 2. Data: n=23, L N (0.5,1), 1.90063, 2.70740, 6.01415, 0.70032, 1.06589. 
5.54605, 0.40704, 1.85950, 2.29373, 3.31397,0.29338, 1.47165, 0.78115,
0.78115, 0.35829, 2.22856, 2.72994, 3.30368, 4.81147, 2.83486, 1.09938, 
1.93110, 1.70127, 2.21762
The M L  estimates area = 1.951001, =  1.1492657, p  =  0.5292290,
=0.83424471 and test statistic /  =0.1569652227 
the ordered /'a re  0.1751336, 0 .243724994,......, 1.1261359482, therefore
# / '  >  /
substituting into p^^, =  ——— , gives =  .967, w ith  the conclusion that 
there is no evidence to change from  a Gamma to a lognormal model..
Example 3. Data: n=12, 3.0, 5.0, 7.0, 18.0, 43.0, 85.0, 91.0, 98.0, 100.0,
130.0,230.0, 487.0
The M L  estimates area =0.720553, =93.90934, //= 3 .370 661 7 ,
=  1.64617809 and test statistic /  =  -0.52765610905
the ordered / 'a r e -1.9250548289,-1.8941132408,......0.7695107202 therefore
# / *  >  /
substituting into p̂ oc, =  gives p *^ , =  .5679, w ith the conclusion that there
N
is no evidence to change from a Gamma to a lognormal model.
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Results given in Davison and H inkley [32] fo r Example 3 are as follows:
The M L  estimates are à  =0.707, p  =  3.829, s,„ =  1.52937 and test statistic t =-0.465 w ith  
Pboo, =0.62. The answers o f course are not exactly the same due to simulation o f  data 
sets.
The B C A  percentile method assumes a parametric model w ith  an unknown
parameter 6  that has an M L  estimate t =  6 ,  fo r the Gamma distribution this would be 
t = x .  Moreover, there exists fo r some unknown transformation /%(/) , unknown skewness 
correction factor a and unknown bias correction factor w , a transformed estimator 
U  =  h(T ) fo r (p =  h(j9) that follows a N(jp — w a ^ ,a ^ ) . The approach is to find the 
confidence lim its fo r (p and transform the results back fo r G using the bootstrap 
distribution o f  T  , Davison and H inkley [32]. The steps from  the Davison and Hinkley 
[32] are given below fo r the parametric case assuming no nuisance parameters.
First assume that the skewness and bias correction factors are known and define the 
random variable U  as,
U  = ^  +  (1 +  a(p){Z — w) where Z  N (0,l)
then,
ln(I -f-af/) =  \n{\+a<p) +  \n(Ji+a(Z  — W ))
Substituting u and the p  percentile o f  the standard normal, yields the confidence lim it
\ - a { w + Z p  ^
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Since the inverse function h is not known, 6 p = h  is estimated by the resampling
distribution function o f  7 * ,  denoted K{ êp )  . The distribution function can be w ritten as 
follows.
k W ^ )  =  P \ r  < 0^\t) =  P ' i U '  <  = <D w =  o
w + ,
1 - a ( w + z  )
vv
The right hand side is known, therefore the confidence lim it fo r ^  is.
/
l - a ( w + z  )
w
N  bootstrapped estimates o f  r* are generated as before, w ith  the confidence 
interval defined.
^ p =^'np where p  = 0
w + .
1 - a ( w  +  z )
■ 4- W
The skewness and bias correction factors are not known but are easily estimated as 
fo llows.
Bias correction factor w  =  P 'ÇT' <  r|r) =  P '(U '  <  j«) =  P(U <  0|0) = 0 (w )
w = 0  ' ( /^ ( r ) ) , which is simulated by, w =  0 -I
N\  y
and.
Skewness correction factor a =  1 /6 E \ l ' \ ê Ÿ )  1 
V a r \ l ' \Ô ) Ÿ '^
, where /'* (0 ) is the
derivative o f  the log likelihood function o f  a set o f data simulated from  the fitted model, 
Davison and Hinkley [32].
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Modeling site data w ith  the Gamma distribution introduces the parameters a  and 
P . The bias correction factor and confidence limits are calculated as above with t  = x . 
The skewness correction facto r is based upon the least-favorable family and defined by 
Davison and H inkley [32] as.
a =  1 /6
The least-favorable fam ily o f  the original Gamma family is obtained by holding 
a  constant at à  giving (0) y* — ÿ  - Using the M L  estimates the skewness correction 
is defined,
a =  , Davison and Hinkley [32].
Results
Example 1. Data obtained from  the Dissertation by Schneider [10].
The data is the amount o f  Strontium  found in clamshells. This example is offered for 
verification o f my computations. O f course the numbers wiU not be exactly the same for 
many reasons including my use o f  double precision fo r all real numbers.
Data: Data size, n = 207, m in= 590, max =  1438
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Schneider [10] My A
results results
â 39.074 39.6728 0.59879
0 25.241 24.8886 0.35238
31.785 32.2576 0.47256
0.05 46.694 47.4304 0.73640
^u pp e r
â a d j 38.514 39.1010 0.58704
0.0688 0.06955 0.00075
m 0.013 0.0127 0.00034
Table 2. 1 Results Example 1
Alpha is adjusted using the equation, â ad j  = â ( l  — 3 / n )  +  2 / 3 n ,  as mentioned before
because n > 4  and â > 1 . 0 .
In testing whether the Gamma distribution with the above parameters is a good fit the 
smoothing function with constants obtained from Schneider [ 10] are used. The smoothing 
values fo r p=.20,.15,.10,.05,.01 are as follows.
n =4(1)9 «=10(5)30
A ( p ) A ( p ) A ( p ) A ( P ) A ( p ) A ( p )
Significance 
Level p
With â With With With â With With
0.2 0.055310 0.05532646 0.05529767 0.051639864 0.05166745 0.05161825
0.15 0.059167 0.05919136 0.05914786 0.054122140 0.05415375 0.05409738
0.1 0.060902 0.06093254 0.06087814 0.057705493 0.05774000 0.05767846
0.05 0.065534 0.06556924 0.06550695 0.063410336 0.06344889 0.06338014
0.01 0.081425 0.08147469 0.08138529 0.073579342 0.07363525 0.07353555
Table 2. 2 KS Critical Values fo r Example I
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The critical values range from  0.063 to 0.065 at p  =0.05 and from  0.073 to 0.081 at 
p = 0 .0 1 . Since { â , 0 )  =  0.06955 we would reject at p >  0.05 and accept / / „ a t  
p  <  0.01. However there is a significance value between 0.05 and 0.01 in which 
H^  would be accepted. In  this case the decision on whether the Gamma distribution fits 
the data adequately is dependant upon how conservative o f  a test is desired.
Example 2. Data from the Elrama School Superfund Site in Washington County, P.A.
The data was collected from  tw o waste piles where 26 contaminates (10 organic, 12 
semi-volatile and 4 volatile compounds) were detected in both piles. A  tw o sample 
nonparametric Kotm ogrov-Sm im ov statistic test showed that there was no difference 
between the distributions o f  contaminants between the two piles. As a result the data was 
combined for statistical analysis. Contaminants o f concern were Toluene and Aluminum:
Toluene: 7300.0, 6.0, 6.0, 5.5, 29000.0, 46000.0, 12000.0, 2500.0, 1300.0, 3.0, 510.0,
230.0, 63.0, 6.0, 5.5, 6.0, 6.0, 5.5, 280000.0, 8.0, 28.0, 6.0, 7.0. « =  23 , max = 280000.0
The results from the raw data are:
x  =  16478.32609, =58510.77518, =57224.66703
Shapiro-Wilks Statistic =  0.313, critical value at p  =  0.10 is 0.928
The results from the log transformed data are:
ÿ  =4.6510016, =3.65947912, =3.57904118, cv̂ . =  .786815272,77^ = 7.01662
Shapiro-Wilks statistic =  0.818
The results for the Gamma distribution are:
Shape parameter d  =0.2532224786, Scale parameter 0  =65074.499599,
=0.117216162. =  0.2626961
The results for the lognormal d istribution are:
W /M V U E  estimates: p, =22178.222, cr, =399541.779, =19513.073,
and median = 77.9306
W / M LE  estimates : p, =84702.0235, cr, =683530421.79661, cv =  809.0760821546
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Goodness OF Fitresults:
Bootstrap p-value= 0.02
K-S S tatistic D „(â ,;9 ) = 0.4182902562
«=4(1)9 «=10(5)30
A ( P ) H P ) H P ) H P ) H P ) H P )
Significance 
Level p
With à With With With à With w ith < r %
0.2 0.159792 0.16232745 0.15969496 0.158503937 0.16313698 0.15832715
0.15 0.171221 0.17507098 0.17107325 0.166893781 0.17223453 0.16669028
0.1 0.180095 0.18502758 0.17990701 0.177292069 0.18310399 0.1770707
0.05 0.195037 0.20072515 0.19482032 0.193631534 0.20008554 0.19338578
0.01 0.234899 0.24283073 0.23459727 0.227467039 0.23698122 0.2271063
Table 2. 3 KS Critical Values fo r Toluene Example 2
The range o f the critical values is from  0.193 to .200 at the 0.05 significance level and 
0.22 to 0.242 at the 0.01 significance level. W ith a K-S .statistic o f  0.4182902562 it
appears that the Gamma distribution i x , â , 0 j  does not provide an adequate fit for the
data on the Toluene concentrations found at the Elrama Superfund Site.
Aluminum: 31900, 8030, 12200, 11300, 4770, 5730, 5410, 8420, 8200, 9010, 8600, 
9490, 9530, 7460, 7700, 13700, 30100, 7030, 2730, 5820, 8780, 360, 7050, « =  23, 
max = 31900
The results from  the raw data are:
X =9709.565217, =7310.01957, =7149.340181
Shapiro-W ilks Statistic = 0.707, critica l value at p =  0.10 is 0.928
The results from  the log transformed data are:
ÿ  =  8.927329, j ,  =0.845015, =  0.8264409, cv^ =9.465484 E-02, -2.476592
Shapiro-W ilks Statistic = 0.781
The results fo r  the Gamma distribution are:
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Shape parameter û ’ =2.1241691. Scale parameter 0  = 4570.99431, 
Bootstrap p-value= 0.999
a 035lo w e r =  1.091675334, =  3.3189492
The results for the lognormal d istribution are:
W /M V U E  estimates: p, =10561.2573, a, =10071.81066, =2041.82660,
median =7418.764
W / M L E  estimates : p, =  10768.2242, cr, =  10993.33070, cv =  1.020904698 
Goodness OF Fitresults:
Bootstrap p-value= 0.999
K-S Statistics 0.19534366572
«=4(1)9 «=10(5)30
H P ) A ( p ) A ( p ) H P ) H P ) H P )
Significance 
Level p
With â With With « % With à W it h o r ^ W ith o r %
0.2 0.156289 0.15704101 0.15596397 0.152200808 0.15354432 0.15162232
0.15 0.165941 0.16707039 0.16545385 0.159651273 0.1611927 0.15898796
0.1 0.173371 0.17480557 0.17275277 0.169417776 0.17109296 0.16869702
0.05 0.187299 0.18894823 0.18658839 0.184892906 0.18675142 0.18409337
0.01 0.224165 0.22644779 0.22318374 0.214711046 0.21741161 0.21355134
Table 2. 4 KS Critical Values fo r  A lum inum Example 2
Ranges o f critical values fo r A lum inum  are from 0.184 to 0.188 and 0.213 to 0.226 at 
the 0.05 and 0.01 significance levels. W ith  a K-S statistic o f  0.1953 we would accept H ^  
at the p  =0.01 level and just up to the p  =0.05 level. So it appears that the Gamma 
distribution w ith the above stated parameters appears to be a good fit  to the data. 
Parametric results for 95% U C L  are:
Central L im it Theorem 
Adjusted Central LimitTheorem 
Chebychev 
Gamma U C L
Toluene
36546.66536
47314.49136
71013.84590
40952.74910
Alum inum
12216.79491
12894.88030
16522.93790
12516.47299
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Gamma U C L Corrected 
lognormal w / m l estimates 
lognormal w / H  statistic 
Chebychev Ln w / mvue estimates 
BCA percentile method
44877.26388
43876.85288
20201965.48
109401.6598
35196.3783
46
12838.91109
30251.31360
16823.50414
19688.22224
11260.598156
Non-parametric bootstrapping results for 95% U C L are:
Bias estimate B r 
Var estimate V r 
Basic
Studentized w / vl 
Standard w/ Normal estimate 
Standard w / Normal vl estimate 
Basic Percentile 
Bca percentile
Toluene
-15.09932609
1208.654460
31103.23913
165001.5877
36361.60414
36105.54909
39939.67391
54734.77788
Alum inum
-25.9769565217
1547.76356500
12026.9565217
15486.3444570
12281.4584619
12161.6842309
12462.1739130
13477.1587382
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Figure 2. 1 Q-Q Plot fo r Toluene Example 2
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Figure 2. 2 Q -Q  P lot fo r Aluminum Example 2
The Q — Q  plots o f  t* for the Toluene data indicate that improvement in the non­
parametric bootstrapped estimates w ill be gained by not using quantiles o f the normal and 
studentized distributions. This is seen in the basic and B C A percentile limits being closer 
to the Gamma and lognormal M L E  upper bounds. For the A lum inum data / ‘ appears to 
have departures from  normality in both tails at the .05 and 0.95 levels respectively, but 
not as large an improvement is gained by not assuming normality. This is observed w ith  
all o f  the estimates falling in a similar range.
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Discussion Example 2 
Toluene:
The first and most obvious observation o f the results obtained fo r the Toluene data is 
the H-statistic based U C L being orders o f magnitude larger than those obtained from  
other methods. Moreover this U C L is even orders o f  magnitude larger than the maximum 
data point and both conservative Chebychev U C L ’s. An explanation fo r this extreme 
value is the sensitivity o f  the H-based statistic when the lognormal distribution is highly 
skewed, as is the case w ith an observed standard deviation o f  3.5659 in the log 
transformed data. The lognormal distribution also failed fo r  lack o f  fit with a Shapiro- 
W ilks statistic o f  0.818 fo r the log transformed data w ith a critical value o f 0.928 at the 
0.10 significance level.
The Gamma U C L ’s are in the middle o f  all the parametric and nonparametric 
bootstrapped intervals and are almost the same as the lognormal UCL, using the M L  
estimates. Although the Gamma distribution failed fo r Lack o f  Fit it passed verse an 
alternative lognormal distribution w ith a bootstrap p-value o f  0.99. Therefore the Gamma 
and lognormal w ith M L  estimates produce more appropriate bounds in comparison w ith  
parametric and most importantly nonparametric bootstrapped bounds.
Aluminum:
Observe that all o f  the bounds fall in the range from  12,026 to 16,522 with the 
exception o f the bounds using an assumed lognormal distribution. The worst bound is the 
M L  estimated lognormal U C L, which has a difference o f  more than 10,000 compared to 
both Chebychev bounds. The H-based U CL is significantly higher than the other bounds 
and lies in the same region as the Chebychev bounds. The Shapiro-Wilks statistic is
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0.781, thus again a lognormal distribution fails fo r lack o f  fit at the 0 .10 significance 
level. Note however i f  the C V  test is used, which is suggested by the EPA and many 
environmental scientists, a CV value o f  0.75 for the raw data would erroneously lead to 
assuming a normal distribution despite the strong rejection o f  the Shapiro-Wilks test w ith 
a p-value o f  0.00002 at the 0.10 significance level.
The Gamma distribution however passes the lack o f  fit test right up to the 0.05 
significance level and verse an alternative lognormal distribution, with a bootstrap p- 
value o f  0.99. More evidence fo r the appropriateness o f  a Gamma modeled U C L  is seen 
in its closeness to all the parametric and nonparametric bounds.
Example 3. Data from  the Naval Construction Battle Center (NCBC) Superfund Site in 
Rhode Island
Analysis was performed on inorganic compounds in groundwater from 17 wells at the 
NCBC fo r the purpose o f  providing reliable mean background threshold levels fo r the 
various contaminates at the site. Results fo r two contaminates. Aluminum and 
Manganese are provided below.
Aluminum: 290, 113, 264, 2660, 586, 71, 527, 163, 107, 71, 5920, 979, 2640, 164, 3560, 
132, 125, n — \ l ,  max =  5920
The results from the raw data are:
x  =  1849.41176470, =3351.272576, =3251.2119560
The results from the log transformed data are:
ÿ  =6.2256806317, 5-̂ . =  1.6592604430, = 1.6097190746, cv^ =  0.266518721,
#,5=4.369302
The results for the Gamma distribution are:
Shape parameter 6 = 0 .5 0 8 7 0 , Scale parameter yS =3635.4956, Bootstrap p-value= 0.081 
« W  =0.262116084, =0.7986834
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The results fo r the lognormal distribution are:
W /M V U E  estimates: ^  =  1718.046346, <7 , =4062.004, =810.72973351,
median =465.9477
W / M LE  estimates : //, =2002.70338, a, = 7676.367263, cv =  3.83300258
Goodness OF Fitresults:
Bootstrap p-value= 0.081
K-S Statistics D „(â ,/9 ) =  0.22595584032
n =4(1)9 «=10(5)30
A ( P ) A ( p ) A ( f ) A ( P ) AGP) A ( p )
Significance 
Level p
With à With With 6 With w it h o r %
0.2 0.181104 0.18279463 0.18024146 0.179615509 0.18269669 0.17805307
0.15 0.192791 0.19533889 0.19149535 0.188776129 0.19231949 0.18698148
0.1 0.202732 0.20599208 0.20107819 0.200201558 0.20405045 0.19825282
0.05 0.219464 0.22322037 0.21755946 0.218216667 0.22248178 0.2160577
0.01 0.261271 0.26644399 0.2586534 0.254817144 0.26105645 0.25167042
Table 2. 5 KS Critical Values fo r Aluminum Example 3
The ranges o f  the critical values fo r the rejection o f  # „  are from  0.2176 to 0.22 and 
0.251 to 0.266 at the 0.05 and 0.01 significance levels. W ith  a value o f  0.225 fo r the test 
statistic, is accepted at /? =  0 .01 . Since the test statistic is equal to some o f  the critical 
values up to the second decimal place and only 0.008395 greater than the smallest critical 
value is accepted at /9 <  0.05. The Gamma distribution w ith  the above parameters 
does provide a reasonably good fit to the Aluminum concentrations found in the 
groundwater at the Rhode Island Superfund Site.
Manganese: 15.8, 28.2, 90.6, 1490, 85.6, 281, 4300, 199, 838, 777, 824, 1010, 1350, 390, 
150, 3250, 259, n =  \ l ,  max =  4300
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The results from the raw data are:
X =902.247058, =  1189.488513, =  1153.973359
The results from the log transformed data are:
7=5.9121327, f,. =1.56766586, =  1.5208592, CV,. =  0.2651608048. #  =4.097385
The results fo r the Gamma distribution are:
Shape parameter ÛT =0.687085205, Scale parameter 0  =  1313.15163,
Bootstrap p-value= 0.397 
a 055lo w e r =0.344235958, =  1.1024264
The results fo r the lognormal distribution are:
W /M V U E  estimates: p , =1108.27114, cr, =2394.03912. cr̂  ̂ =491.514943. median =343.54586 
W / M LE  estimates : p, =  1262.5905, cr, =4125.49911, cv =  3.2674878
Goodness OF Fitresults:
Bootstrap p-value= 0.397
K-S Statistics (â , 0 ) = O . U  926291037
«=4(1)9 «=10(5)30
A ( P ) A ( P ) A ( p ) A ( p ) A ( P ) A ( p )
Significance 
Level p
With à W it h t Z ^ With With à With w i t h a r %
0.2 0.181104 0.18279463 0.18024146 0.179615509 0.18269669 0.17805307
0.15 0.192791 0.19533889 0.19149535 0.188776129 0-19231949 0.18698148
0.1 0.202732 0.20599208 0.20107819 0.200201558 0.20405045 0.19825282
0.05 0.219464 0.22322037 0.21755946 0.218216667 0.22248178 0.2160577
0.01 0.261271 0.26644399 0.2586534 0.254817144 0.26105645 0.25167042
Table 2. 6 KS Critical Values fo r Manganese Example 3
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The ranges o f  the critical values fo r Manganese found in the groundwater are from  
0.251 to 0.266 at p  = O.OI and 0.178 to 0.1827 at p  = 0.2. The test statistic value o f 
0.1192 suggests the Gamma distribution w ith  the above parameters clearly provides a 
good fit w ith  a significance level greater than 0 .2 .
Parametric results for 95% U C L are:
Central L im it Theorem 
Adjusted Central L im it Theorem 
Chebychev 
Gamma U C L 
Gamma U C L Corrected 
lognormal w / ml estimates 
lognormal w / H statistic 
Chebychev Ln w / mvue estimates 
BCA percentile method
Aluminum
3186.391401
3675.804133
5482.641125
3707.415358
3971.838398
7746.513378
12267.46278
5342.008255
3683.944376
Non-parametric bootstrapping results fo r 95% U C L  are:
Bias estimate B r 
Var estimate V r 
Basic
Studentized w / v l 
Standard w / Normal estimate 
Standard w / Normal vl estimate 
Basic percentile 
Bca percentile
Aluminum
3.14682352941
800.87406686
2991.88235294
5701.16823894
3163.62269375
3146.47253204
3325.17647058
3878.49841450
Manganese
1376.78975
1503.796125
2191.812288
1603.813874
1712.085861
4869.693602
6290.233486
3305.3429420
1581.163990
Manganese
2.88354117646
283.118380784
1329.54117647
1993.35781027
1365.06494219
1362.62109531
1405.84705882
1523.40715230
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Figure 2. 3 Q -Q  Plot for Aluminum Example 3
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Figure 2. 4 Q-Q Plot fo r Manganese Example 3
The Q — Q plots o f  r* fo r the Aluminum data shows a marked departure from  
normality in the bottom  tail and a less significant difference in the upper tail which 
suggests nonparametric bootstrap intervals assuming normality may be effected. The 
middle and upper tails o f  the manganese Q - Q  p lo t o f  r* fb liow  a normal d istribution 
indicating that the above nonparametric upper bounds involving a normal assumption are 
justified. This is observed w ith all o f  the nonparametric bounds falling in a sim ilar range.
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Discussion Example 3 
Aluminum:
For the Aluminum data the Shapiro-Wilks low er tailed test statistic is 0.913 w ith a 
critical value o f  0.91 at the 0.01 significance level, which implies that a lognormal 
distribution just passes and can be assumed to model the data. The lognormal M LE  based 
U CL o f  7,746.51 is comparable w ith the other methods, w ith the latter mentioned 
estimates tending to be conservative 95% confidence bounds based on a lognormal 
assumption w ith  values ranging between 2,991 to the Chebychev bound o f 5,482. 
However, we again see an H-based U CL significantly larger than the M LE  based U CL 
associated w ith  a log transformed standard deviation o f  1.659.
The Gamma distribution not only passes the lack o f  fit test at the 0.01 significance but 
also is only o f f  in the third decimal place from passing at the 0.05 level. This implies that 
the Gamma distribution may indeed provide a better f i t  to  the data considering the 
influence in the mean associated with skewness in the lognormal distribution. This is 
evidenced by the value o f the Gamma U C L being consistent w ith  the nonparametric 
methods. Adjusted Central L im it, BCA percentile U C L ’s. and smaller than the 
conservative Chebychev U CL as expected. M oreover the bootstrap p-value fo r testing the 
Gamma distribution verses an alternative lognormal distribution is 0.081 suggesting a 
Gamma model to be an acceptable alternative.
Manganese:
The log transformed Manganese data results show a medium level o f skewness in an 
assumed lognormal model w ith a standard deviation o f  1.567. The H-based bound is 
larger than the M L E  based estimate and doubles the lognormal based Chebychev UCL.
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However, the Shapiro-Wilks statistic fo r the log transformed data is 0.725, which implies 
that a lognormal distribution is appropriate at the 0.01 significance level.
Observe that the Gamma distribution has a bootstrap p-value o f 0.397 verse an 
alternative lognormal distribution and passes the lack o f  f it test w ith a significance level 
greater than 0.2. This by itself is strong evidence fo r a Gamma model providing a better 
fit to the data and is further strengthened by noting that i t ’s value o f  1712.085 is 
consistent w ith aU the other bounds and less than the Chebychev bound.
Example 4.
The data was generated from a lognormal distribution w ith a mean o f 5 and standard 
deviation o f 1.5. L N (5,1.5)
Data: 440.8517, 1013.4986, 1857.7698, 500.9632, 397.9905, 110.7144, 196.2847, 
128.2843, 1529.9753, 5.7978, 940.8903, 597.5925, 1519.5159, 181.6512, 52.8952,
« =  15, max = 1857.7698
The results from the raw data are:
X =631.645026, =603.13363, =582.682444
The results from the log transformed data are:
ÿ  =5.7605, s, =1.5364482, =  1.484349, cv. =0.26672129, H 95 =3.771535
The results fo r the Gamma distribution are:
Shape parameter tZ =0.859392, Scale parameter =734.990517,
Bootstrap p-value= 0.729
=  0.395417543, =1.4238142
The results fo r the lognormal distribution are:
W /M V U E  estimates: =901.786213, <7, =  1831.7585, <7^ =407.578914, median =
293.26849
W / MLE estimates : //, =1033.63514, a, =3202.281495, c v =  3.0980772
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M LE  estimated 80th. 90th and 95th percentiles o f  the lognorm al distribution:
M LE  95* percentile =  1750.00 
90th percentile =  1010.00 
80th percentile =  524.492
Goodness OF Fitresults:
Bootstrap p-value= 0.729
K-S Statistics (â , p )  = 0.0634335288
«=4(1)9 «=10(5)30
M P ) H P ) A i p ) A ( P ) A L P ) A ( p )
Significance 
Level p
With â With With With â With w ith o r %
0.2 0.190354 0.19200256 0.18958289 0.188621017 0.19162239 0.1872254
0.15 0.201958 0.20443435 0.20080395 0.198042923 0.20149086 0.1964414
0.1 0.212282 0.21544848 0.21080903 0.209859322 0.21360147 0.20812167
0.05 0.229735 0.2333824 0.22803919 0.228529063 0.23267196 0.22660574
0.01 0.272003 0.27699808 0.26968488 0.266000058 0.27204 0.26320529
Table 2. 7 KS Critical Values fo r Example 4
The test statistic value o f  0.0634 clearly suggests that the Gamma distribution with 
the above parameters provides a good f it  to the data obtained from  a LN (5 ,1 .5) 
distribution.
Parametric results fo r 95% U C L  are:
Central L im it Theorem 
Adjusted Central L im it Theorem 
Chebychev 
Gamma U C L 
Gamma U C L Corrected 
lognormal w / ml estimates 
lognormal w / H statistic 
Chebychev Ln w / mvue estimates 
BC A percentile method
887.802727526
919.787992130
1327.75112603
1085.65981107
1193.9064470
3975.09625778
4863.69380900
2723.66396077
1078.57956128
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Non-parametric bootstrapping results fo r 95% U C L are:
Bias estimate B r 
V a r estimate V r 
Basic
Studentized w / vl 
Standard w / Normal estimate 
Standard w / Normal v l estimate 
Basic percentile 
Bca percentile
7.63381789333
149.244287172
631.645026666
946.046377370
869.503136743
879.116876640
903.244420000
926.259540923
Graphs Example 4
The first graph is a comparison o f  the bounds assuming a Gamma verse a lognormal 
model. The second graph plots the results o f  the Gamma distribution w ith the B C A  
percentile bootstrapped estimate, and the Chebychev and Central Lim it Theorem based 
bounds.
Gamma Fitted and Lognormal Models
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Figure 2. 5 Plot o f  Gamma and Lognormal Models Example 4
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Gamma Model vs. Bootstrapped Estimates
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Figure 2. 6 Plot o f  Gamma and Bootstrapped Estimates Example 4
Discussion Example 4
The 80*^, 90'*’ and 95* M LE  estimated percentiles fo r the lognormal distribution are 
524.4929, 1010.0 and 1750.0, respectively. Note the H-based U C L  is considerably higher 
than the 95* percentile M LE estimate, w ith  a value o f 4863.6938. A ll bootstrapping 
estimates are conservative w ith values near the 80* percentile, which is expected since 
many are based on normal assumptions.
The Chebychev and Gamma U C L corrected bounds are greater than the 80* and less
than the 90* as would be expected when constructing a 95% confidence bound fo r the 
mean. Moreover, the Gamma distribution clearly passed the lack o f  fit test and is 
accepted verse an alternative lognormal distribution.
Example 5.
The data was generated from  a lognormal distribution w ith  a mean o f  5 and standard 
deviation o f  1.7. L N (5,1.7)
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Data: 16.5197, 235.4977, 1860.4443, 74.5825, 3.9684, 325.2712, 167.7949, 189.0130, 
1307.6180, 878.8519, 35.4675, 96.2498, 229.2540, 182.0494, 1498.6146, « =  15, max = 
1860.4443
The results from the raw data are:
3c =473.413113, 5, =606.79239, =586.2171429
The results from  the log transformed data are:
ÿ  =5.17839050, 5,. =  1.7100675, = 1.65208223, cv, =0.33023, =3.990,634
The results fo r the Gamma distribution are:
Shape parameter CC =0.634825, Scale parameter p  =  745.73787, Bootstrap p- 
value=0.459
= 0.303215588, =  1.0387697
The results fo r the lognormal distribution are:
W /M V U E  estimates: /z, =636.34201, cr, =1521.6358, cr̂ _ =322.05291, 
median=l 60.7589
W/ M L  estimates : /z, =765.5205, a, =3213.524178, cv =  4.1978287
M LE estimated 80th. 90th and 95th percentiles o f  the lognormal distribution:
M LE 95 th percentile =  2430.00 
90th percentile = 1310.00 
80th percentile = 620.643
Goodness OF Fitresults:
Bootstrap p-value= 0.459
K-S Statistics = 0.1906260701755
n =4(1)9 n =10(5)30
A ( p ) A ( p ) A ( P ) A( /9 ) A ( P ) A(/3»)
Significance 
Level p
With à With With With à With With
0.2 0.190921 0.19273478 0.19004085 0.18965047 0.19296208 0.18805406
0.15 0.202809 0.20553668 0.20148961 0.199224972 0.20303151 0.1973^9218
0.1 0.213369 0.21686073 0.21168389 0.211142062 0.21527408 0.2091 5323
0.05 0.230986 0.23501033 0.22904619 0.229949035 0.23452408 0.227T4749
0.01 0.273715 0.27923141 0.27106114 0.268067186 0.27474895 0.26486365
Table 2. 8 KS Critical Values fo r Example 5
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The test statistic value o f  0.1906 clearly suggests that the Gamma distribution w ith  
the above parameters provides a good fit to the data obtained from  a LN(5,1.7) 
distribution.
Parametric results fo r 95% U C L are:
Central L im it Theorem 731.124731140
Adjusted Central L im it Theorem 781.243836956
Chebychev 1173.74196712
Gamma U C L  910.206821523
Gamma U C L  Corrected 966.687286900
lognormal w / ml estimates 2955.07899276
lognormal w / H statistic 4742.94910000
Chebychev Ln  w / mvue estimates 2075.91855325
BCA percentile method 897.784371234
Non-parametric bootstrapping results fo r 95% U C L  are:
Bias estimate B r 7.54915368666
Var estimate V r  149.753442566
Basic 473.413113333
Studentized w / v l  823.505691297
Standard w / Normal estimate 712.193397323
Standard w / Normal vl estimate 722.386189701
Basic percentile 747.344653333
Bca percentile 794.732123276
Graphs Example 5
The fo llow ing are two graphs o f the results o f  example 5, comparing the results 
assuming a Gamma model to the lognormal and selected non-parametric bootstrapped 
estimates.
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Figure 2. 7 Plot o f  Gamma anij Lognormal Models Example 5
Fitted Gamma vs. Non Parametric Boostrapping Estimates
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Figure 2. 8 Plot o f  Gamma and Bootstrapped Estimates Example 5
Discussion Example 5
The 80'*’, 90'*’ and 95'*’ percentiles for the lognormal distribution are 620.643, 1310.0 
and 2430.0, respectively. Note the H-based U C L is considerably higher than the 95'*’
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percentile M LE  estimate w ith  a value o f  4742.9491. A ll bootstrapping estimates are 
conservative w ith  values near the 80'*’ percentile, which is expected since many are based 
on normal assumptions.
The Chebychev and Gamma UCL corrected bounds are greater than the 80'*’ and less 
than the 90'*’ as would be expected when constructing a 95% confidence bound fo r the 
mean. Moreover, the Gamma distribution clearly passed the lack o f  fit test and is 
accepted verse an alternative lognormal distribution.
Example 6.
The purpose o f  the following example is to see how the H, M LE, and Gamma 
corrected 95% U C L ’s react to varying levels o f  sample size and skewness. Sample sizes 
o f 10, 20 and 30 were generated from a lognormal distribution w ith a constant mean o f  5 
for each values, o  = 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0. and 3.0. The 80'*’, 90'*’ , and 95'*’ percentiles o f  a
single random variable for the specified lognormal distribution are calculated for 
comparative purposes. The value o f  the H statistic is based on the sample standard 
deviation. Below are the tabulated results.
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Gamma
UCL
03 316.28761 I 424.989 282.3198 239.82255 388.21 229.5477 227.02382 379.02 226.2984
^ _ ^ = 0.64 5, =0.557 5, =0.495
1.0 367.117 469.203 407.4237 522.9199 894.06 539.8672 473.961 926.97 371.8049
=0.7671 5^=1.0292 5- =1.076
1.5 37146.492 4177.44 1494.822 2746.0493 2721.7 1007.2484 1092.8259 1928.4 641.6404
f  =1.962 5 =1.600 J =1.3252
2.0 375198.26 8335.28 3806.946 62850.399 12382 4678.8322 8071.86141 5649.4 2051.939
=2.3472 y, =2.3910 5, =2.1234
3.0 2.612E+12 60287.1 10179.40 75529.055 6679.0 1893.5295 18220.433 5105.2 1005.964
J =4.21739I______  ̂ _____ J =2.6438 f  =2.5434
Table 2. 9 Results Example 6
80th Percentile 90th Percentile 95th Percentile
0.5 226.06 281.68 337.79
1.0 344.33 534.61 768.81
1.5 524_49 1010.0 1750.0
2.0 798,90 1930.0 3980.0
3.0 1850.0 6940.0 20600.
Table 2. 10 Pecentile s o f  Lognormal D istribution Example 6
Graphs Example 6
The fo llow ing are two graphs from a lognormal d istribution w ith  mean 5 and <7 = 2.0
and 3.0. These graphs show the problems o f  using the mean o f  a lognormal d istribution as 
a measure o f central tendancy when the standard deviation is large. Note the means 
position in relation to the median.
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LN(5,2.0) Distribution
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Figure 2. 9. P lot I o f  Mean and Median Example 6
LN(5,3.0) Distribution
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2000 4000 6000 8000 10000 120000
Figure 2. 10 Plot 2 o f  Mean and Median Example 6
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Discussion Example 6
In this example fo r <7 = 0.05 and 1.0 the H  based and Gamma corrected U C L ’s all 
fall below the 95^ percentiles fo r each sample size while the M LE  based U C L  is larger 
fo r every data set except, n =10, <7 = 1.0. Additionally the H based upper bounds are 
similar to the Gamma corrected estimates w ith a difference o f  only 0.72542 when n=30 
and o  =0.05. As expected the Gamma distribution yields very stable estimates across
these sample sizes w ith the entire Gamma based lim its falling around the 90* percentiles. 
For the data sets w ith  <7 =  1.5, both the H and M LE  based upper bounds exceed the
95* percentiles fo r all n . Note also the case when n =  10, the H-UCL is an order o f  
magnitude larger than the 95* percentile. UnUke the preceding two values o f  o  when n
is greater than 10, the H and M L E  based bounds are similar, w ith both exceeding the 95* 
percentile. Again the Gamma based bounds prove to be robust at this level o f  skewness in 
the data w ith all estimates falling very close to the 90* percentile.
When the skewness increases, perceptible by a standard deviation o f  2.0, the H based 
bound starts to drastically exceed all other estimates. When the standard deviation is 2.0 
we see that both the H  and M L E  based upper bounds exceed the 95* percentile fo r all 
values o f n . When n is 10, the M LE  is more than double this value while the H based 
upper bound is 2 orders o f  magnitude larger. Moreover, when the sample size is increased 
to 20, observe that the M LE  based bound is 3 times the 95* percentile while the H based 
U C L is more than 10 times larger respectively. Much improvement is seen when the 
sample size is increased to 30, but the H -U C L is still almost double the 95* percentile. 
W ith the Gamma corrected upper bound fo r the mean falling just below the 95* 
percentile, when the sample size is 10, shows i t ’s ab ility to  handle a high level o f
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skewness coupled with a small sample size. A t a sample size o f 20 it slightly exceeds the 
95* percentile but in considering randomness in the data and the excessively high values 
o f  the lognormal based bounds, it is quite reasonable. In addition at n =30 it falls on the 
90* percentile.
Again when the standard deviation is increased to 3.0, the H based value becomes 
very unstable especially when the sample size is 10 w ith an astronomical value o f  2.612E 
+12. Even though the H-UCL decreases to 75,529 at a sample size o f  20 it's  still much 
larger than the M LE, and Gamma corrected U C L ’s and the 95* percentile. A t n =  30, the 
H  based falls just beneath the 95* percentile and is 3 times larger than the 90* percentile. 
Surprisingly the M LE  estimated bounds appear reasonable w ith exception when the 
sample size is 10, however this was not the case when o  was 1.5 and 2.0, reflecting the
sensitive nature o f  the lognormal distribution. The Gamma based bounds are very 
consistent across the sample sizes tending to be more conservative at this level o f 
standard deviation with values falling very close to the 80* percentiles.
Conclusions
The lognormal distribution is typically used to model contaminant concentration data 
from  Superfund Sites to provide upper confidence limits fo r the mean contaminate 
concentration. The verification and appropriateness o f  its use is often based on the less 
robust C V  test. The two Superfund Site examples showed that a CV test could lead to 
acceptance o f  a lognormal distribution when in fact the more statistically accepted 
Shapiro-Wilks test significantly rejects such an assumption. Additionally the use o f  the 
lognormal H-based U C L is also suggested, while it has optimal theoretical properties the 
practical merit o f  its use in environmental applications is questionable. As the C V starts
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exceeding 1.0 o r  the sample size is decreased o r any combination o f the tw o we see an H- 
based U C L often orders o f  magnitude larger than the maximum observed data po in t. This 
behavior was even observed when data was generated from a lognormal d istribution, 
which produced estimates orders o f magnitude larger than the respective percentile fo r a 
single random variable. This was experiential in examples 4,5 and 6 where all estimates 
based on a lognormal distribution continuously provided inconsistent and unreasonable 
results emphasizing its sensitive mathematical properties. These estimates are often 
overstated, which can lead to over estimating the upper bound for the mean contaminate 
concentration. Such a situation could lead to non-cleanup o f  a contaminated site w ith  the 
possibility o f  threatening the environment, humans o r both.
In this study, the two-parameter Gamma distribution is proposed as an alternative to 
the lognormal model. This distribution provided upper bounds consistent w ith  all o f  the 
parametric and nonparametric bounds. Moreover, it generally fell above these estimates 
and below the conservative Chebychev estimates. When the data was indeed from  a 
lognormal d istribution it fell between the 80* and 95* estimated percentiles, as w ould  be 
expected, and passed the Goodness O f Fit Test. Regardless o f  the sample size o r 
skewness o f  the Superftmd data sets it consistently provided reasonable estimates o f  the 
upper bounds fo r the site contaminated data. Additionally, the lognormal model was only 
accepted twice at the 0.01 significance level in the fou r Superftmd data sets while the 
Gamma distribution was accepted three out o f  the four times up to and greater than the 
0.05 significance level. In  consequence the observed results based on the Gamma 
distribution provide a much more stable and preferable modeling distribution o f  
contaminant concentration data.
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CHAPTERS
D E T A ILS  AN D  D E R IV A TIO N S  OF TOPICS IN  C H APTER  2 
This chapter contains details o f  derivations o f  results given in Chapter 2.
Section 1: Numerical Methods fo r Computing the Maximum Likelihood Estimates 
Fo r the Parameters o f  the Gamma Distribution.
A  more detailed look at the computation and numerical methods fo r estimating the 
parameters o f  a Gamma distribution presented in Chapter 2, Section 1.
Definitions and Properties
The two-parameter Gamma model w ith shape parameter a  and scale parameter yff 
has the probability density function,
/(x ,< r,>g) =  ^ ’ 0 < x < o o ,  a > Q , P > Q
with / /  =  a P  and a  =  a P ^ .
The moment generating function is obtained in the usual way by finding the expected 
value o f  e " ,
73
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a - l  - x !  pX e
dx =  j
X e
-dx
x ( l - P t )  Py ^ ^ p
setting y  = --------------=> x  = -------------and dx  =  — ——
A  ( i - A )  ( i - A )
=J
1—p t Y  p
P  U - P t
dy =  \
a - \  ^ - y  (  Jy g
^ r((z )
dy
=  (1 -  Pty  ̂J  -̂ y/Jdy =  (1 -  Pt)~
0 r ( a )
The Digamma function is defined as the derivative o f  the gamma function divided by 
the gamma function, mathematically written,
r(x)'
Digamma function W (x)
r(x)
The likelihood function is found by finding the jo in t distribution o f the product o f  the 
X, ’5-, mathematically written as.
U x , a , p )  = U - =
a—I
n a ) P
<ix, = /=!
( r ( a ) Y p '
-d x
taking the log o f  this density yields the log-likelihood function.
ln (L ) =  —n In r ( c r )  — n a ln (P )  +  (<2 — 1) In i = i
P
The maximum likelihood estimate (M L E ) is obtained by finding the values o f the 
parameters that maximize the above tw o  equations. This is done by setting the partial
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derivative o f  either o f  the above equations w ith respect to each parameter equal to zero 
and solving.
For the scale parameter P , using the log-likelihood function
3 In(L) _ n a  %
3 (20 ) p  P '
and fo r the shape parameter a , 
a in (L ) n T ia y
= 0 ^  X,. =  n a p  =^P  =  —
1=1 a
a a / 2 )  r(< r)
a n a ) '
n \n P  +  \n — 0 , substituting P  =  —
a
r(ûT)
n rc a ) '
rca)
multiplying by 1 /  n ,
n ln 4- In =  0
M In X 4-Min or 4-In
f  n \
n - .
V '■=' y
=  0
r(<x)
=  0
n
In((z) — V(t%) =  In x  —^ ln ( x , ) /M
r=I
Newlon-Raphson Method
The Newton-Raphson o r Newtons method is suggested by Choi and Wette [1] and is 
derived as follows.
Suppose f  Gi A ^ [a ,b ] ,  let x„ e [a,b] be an approximation to c such that / ( c )  =  0 
From the defined space the first degree Taylor expansion, ( x ) , expanded about x„ is.
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2̂ W = /K  ) + fX^n )(̂  -  ̂ J + ^
expanding about c, given / ( c )  =  0 , yields,
0 =  /( -^ „  ) +  f X x „  )(<r -  x „ ) + — -  x „ ) ̂
Newton’s method assumes tha t |c —x„| is small and therefore |c —x „p is  even smaller 
yielding,
f i x j  +  f X x J i c  - x „ )  
solving fo r c gives,
/ ( x  )
c == x „  —  , this is the basis fo r the Newton-Raphson method, formally
/  ( ^ J
defined as,
/ C c „ - , )
= c „ _ ,  - ■
fX c „_ t)
Newton’s famous observation is that the second approxim ation to the zero o f  many 
functions is better than the pre=ceding one, Berkey [2 ].
ConvezTgence o f Newton-Raphson M ethod
The convergence o f a siequence is defined as fo llow s.
Suppose {a„ is a sequence that converges to a , and a„ fo r all n. then i f  
constants exist such that,
l im - l ^ — ^  =  A , as n —>
\a„ - a \ “
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then {a„ converges to a o f  the order a , w ith  asymptotic error constant A., Burden 
and Faires [3 ].
I f  or =  1, the sequence is linearly convergent.
I f  or =  2 , the sequence is quadratically convergent.
To show that N ew ton ’s method is quadratically convergent the follow ing theorem 
is given in Burden and Faires [3 ], p. 81.
Theorem 1 : Let p  be a solution o f  the equation x  =  g ( x ) . Suppose that g '{p )  =  Oand
g " is continuous and strictly bounded by M  on an open interval /  containing 
p  . Then there exists 5  >0) such that, fo r e  [p  — 5 ,p  +  J ] ,  the sequence 
defined by p „ =  g(p^_, ) ,  when m > 1, converges at least quadratically to p  .
Moreover, fo r sufficiently large values o f  n , \p„^^ -  p| <  ~ \ p „  — p f  ■
To show that the Newton method is quadratically convergent is achieved by 
constructing a solution to the root-finding p ro b le m /(x ) =  0 , by subtracting a multiple o f  
/ ( x )  from X ,  Burden and Faires [3]. The method is mathematically o f  the form,
Pn =  S^Pn-i )  ̂where g is o f  the form g (x ) =  x - ç j ( x ) / ( x )  
and <p{x) is a differentiable function.
By definition g is quadratically convergent i f  g '(p )  =  0 . The derivative o f the 
function g (x ) is ,
g '(x )  =  1 ~ < p \ x ) f { x ) - ^ { x ) f X x )  
using the above theorem, letting p  be a solution o f  the equation x  =  g ( x ) , gives,
g '(p )  =  l - / ' ( p ) ç ? ( p ) ,  where g '( p ) = 0  i f  and on ly i f  ( p { p ) = —^
f  (p )
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Therefore choosing <p{x) =  —j —  produces the natural procedure that gives quadratic
f  (x)
convergence as,
P n  =  8 ^ P n - \  ) =  P n - \  ~   ̂ , O r  Ncwtons method. Burden and Faires [3],
/  (Pn-I )
Application o f  Newtons Method fo r Finding the Maximum Likelihood Estimate o f  the 
Shape Parameter, â , o f  the Gamma Distribution
The equation fo r the M LE  estimate, « ,  is given above as.
In ( tz )-  V (or) =  l n x - ^ l n ( x , ) / n o r ln ( a ) - 'P ( a ) -  ln x - ^ ln ( x , . ) /M
'=! /=! y
=  0
letting Z  =
z’ — « ^
In x  — X ln ( x , ) /n
'■ = ' /
, the equation is o f  the form.
/ ( a )  =  In(or)-  V ( a ) - Z , and / '(o r )  =  1 /a - W ' ( a )
Therefore substituting into the formula for the Newton-Raphson iterative method,
» gives.
The power series expansions fo r the derivative o f  the Digamma function, or
Trigamma function, is ¥ '( a )  =  ^  O’ +  , Choi and Wette [ 1 ] see Chapter 2, Section 1.
;=0
To ensure convergence, the denominator o f (1) must be defined, i.e. aW (a) ^  1. Choi and 
Wette [1] note that l / ( x + a ) ^  is a positive decreasing function o f  x ,  fo r x  > 0 . From this 
result the following inequality can be constructed.
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oc *■
^'(a) =^(.i+cc)~^ > J(x+<z)"^d[r = -(x  + ûr)"‘[̂  =l/ûr 
/■=0 0
=> W '(a) > l / a  o r cyP(a) >  1, Choi and Wette [1 ].
Also the numerator and denominator o f  the last terms o f  (1) are monotone functions o f  
a ,  therefore convergence is assured, Choi and Wette [1].
In Chapter, 2 Section 1, due to the quadratic convergence o f this procedure, iteration 
was stopped after the absolute difference between and â-_, was less than 1x10"’  .
Bias o f  the Maximum Likelihood Estimates
Choi and Wette [1] performed a numerical study o f the bias o f  the M L  estimates by 
generating random samples from  a Gamma distribution fo r or =  1, 2, 3, 5, and 7, P  =  1, o f  
the sizes n =40, 120 and 200. For each case 100 independent repetitions were performed, 
w ith the tabulated results.
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a n
à
mean variance Mean
P
variance
1 40 1.070 0.062 1.080 0.113
120 1.030 0.010 1.040 0.022
200 1.020 0.007 1.010 0.012
2 40 2.100 0.186 1.030 0.052
120 2.040 0.073 1.020 0.019
200 2.030 0.037 1.010 0.011
3 40 3.280 0.473 1.080 0.069
120 3.170 0.155 1.060 0.019
200 3.040 0.100 1.010 0.013
5 40 5.340 1.615 1.080 0.072
120 5.190 0.492 1.040 0.023
200 5.050 0.359 1.010 0.015
7 40 7.780 3.804 1.100 0.080
120 7.200 0.933 1.030 0.021
200 7.050 0.621 1.010 0.013
Table 3. 1 Means and Variances o f âand  P
From Table 3.1, we see that as the sample sizes increase the M LE  estimates approach 
a ,  which is expected since the estimates are consistent. However, as Choi and Wette [1] 
point out, the sampling average o f  â  is greater than or in all examples. This gives strong 
evidence that the M L E  estimates are positively bias, or E f& )  > o r, Choi and W ette [1]. 
An adjustment fo r the bias was given in a paper by Johnson and Kotz [4] as 
à  = â ( l  — 3 / n) +  213n fo r n > 4 and à  >  1 Schneider [5]
Section 2; Upper Confidence L im it fo r the Mean o f  the Gamma Distribution
This section describes in more detail the material presented in Chapter 2, Section 2. 
When working w ith  data from  a contaminated site the mean o f  the distribution under
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consideration is the most important characteristic to the experimenter. As Grice and Bain 
[6] point out standard estimates o f  the mean o f  a Gamma distribution based on a 
t distribution are often robust and useful. However, estimates based on this distribution 
become less appropriate for moderate values o f  a  and small sample sizes, Grice and 
Bain [6 ]. In addition as the shape parameter becomes large the Gamma d istribution 
approaches a normal distribution, Grice and Bain [6 ]. When analyzing contaminant 
concentration data w ith the Gamma distribution small sample sizes and moderate values 
oforare common and the reason the r d istribution is not used. Grice and Bain [6] point out 
another good reason fo r not using the t d istribution is that under a Gamma model the t  
statistic is based on moment estimates rather than the more efficient sufficient statistics, 
which make use o f  the data in the most proficient way. The upper confidence lim it fo r the 
mean o f  a Gamma distribution is based on the uniform ly most powerful test fo r testing 
the mean o f  a specified model say, against a alternative composite hypothesis. As a 
result definitions are provided that lead to a more detailed look at the results obtained by 
Grice and Bain [6].
Definitions and Properties
Assuming the data <x,,X2,. . . ,x „ } , fo llow s a Gamma distribution, T { a , P ) ,  then 
Z  = 2mx/ P  fo llow s a x \„a  distribution. This fo llows from,
Y =  has the moment generating function, M  ̂  (t) =  E{e  ) =  (1 — ySr)
/=i
then.
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=  E{e  ) =  (1 - p 2 t ! P Y ’"  ̂ =  (1 _ 2 r) 
which is the moment generating function o f  a Chi-Square distribution w ith  2 na  degrees 
o f freedom.
The transformation K  = X  I a P  fo llows a r(« o r,l/n o r)  distribution. This is shown by 
deriving the moment generating function.
1--------1
Critical Region
A critical region is the determined subset o f  the sample space in which the assumed 
statistical hypothesis H^  is rejected.
Ex. Let the critical region be defined as, C  =  {(x ,,X 2 ,X3) =  + x ^  + x Y  ^  1},
the test defined by considering three random variables, X ^ , X  and
the observed values, x , , X2, x ^ , then i f
x ^  + x ^  + X 3’  <  1 accept H ^ , o r i f  x /  +X2  ̂ + ^ 3  ̂ — 1 reject H^  .
The notation R [(x ,, .V2,...., x„ ) e C, / / „  ] and P [(x ,, X2,...., x„ ) e C, / / „  ] is the 
probability that the observed values are in the critica l region, P[(x, ,X2,....,x „)  e C ] , 
under//,, a n d re s p e c t iv e ly ,  Hogg and Craig [7 ].
The size o f  the test, o r significance level is, a  =  P [(x, ,X j,....,x„ ) e .C ,H „ ]  and the 
power function is P{_x,0) =  P [(x ,,X 2,...,x „) e C ] .
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Best Critica l Region
Definition: Let X  -  f { x , 0 ) ,  and x ,,X 2,—,x „  denote a random sample
Consider the test, H ^ ' . 0 = 0 '  vs. H^ :0  = 0 " ,  then the parameter space is 
Q. =  {0 :0  = 0 ', 0 " } ,  and The Best Critical Region, C , o f  size a , in testing 
the simple hypothesis, is fo r every subset A o f the sample space fo r which 
P [(x ,,X 2,....,x„) e  A , / / „ ]  =or the fo llow ing is true,
a.) P [(x ,,x 2, . . . . , x j  =
b.) P [(x ,,X 2....., x „ ) s C , / / „ ] >  P[(X|, X2 x j  e A ,/ / „ ] ,  Hogg and Craig
[22]
The best critical region occurs when the ratio, f ( x ; 0  =  0 ') /  f { x ; 0  =  0 " ) ,  has the
smallest values o f  every subset A , o f  the sample space, satisfying the above conditions. A
good example o f  this is provided in Hogg and Craig [7 ]. This leads to the fo llow ing
theorem by Neyman-Pearson for a systematic way o f determining the best critica l region.
Neyman-Pearson Theorem: Let X  ~  f ( x , 0 ) , and x,,X 2,...,x„ denote a random 
sample for a fixed n . Then the jo in t p d f o f  the random variables is
L (x ,9 ) = / ( x ,0 )  = / (X , ,0 ) , / (X 2 ,0 ) ....., / ( x „ , ^ ) .  Let 0'a.nà be distinct
fixed values o f ^ , so that the parameter space is, Q. =  {0 : 0  =  9 ' ,d " y ,  and 
let A: be a positive number. Let C be a subset o f the sample space under 
the following conditions,
a.) < A:, fo r each point x, e C ,
L{x ,0")
b.) > fc fo r each point x, e C ‘
L(x,0O
c.) P [(x,,X2,....,x „ ) e C , H J  =  or
Then C is a best critical region o f  size a  fo r testing the simple hypothesis 
. 0 = 0 '  vs. / / „  . 0 = 0 ” .
Examples using this theorem are found in most mathematical statistics textbooks, 
such as Hogg and Craig [7], p.401.
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U niform ly M ost Powerful Test
A  uniform ly most powerful critical region is just an extension o f  the definition and 
theorem previously stated to a test w ith a composite alternative hypothesis, fo r example 
H  ̂  \ 6  = 6 '  vs. H  ̂  : 0  > 6 ' .  A  test defined by this critical region is a uniform ly most 
powerful test. The parameter space is now defined as, Q. =  {6  : 6  > 6 ' } .  This is formally 
given in the fo llow ing  definition.
Definition: The critical region C is a uniform ly most powerful critical region o f 
size <2 fo r testing / / „  against a composite alternative hypothesis i f  the set C is a 
best critica l region o f size a  fo r testing H^  against each simple alternative 
hypothesis in H ^ . A  test defined defined by this critical region C is called a 
un iform ly most powerful test, w ith significance level a ,  fo r testing H ^  against a 
composite alternative hypothesis / / „ .  Hogg and Craig [7]
An example o f  a (U M P) Test can be found in Hogg and Craig [7].
Upper Confidence L im it for the Mean o f  a Gamma Distribution Based on the Uniform ly 
M ost Powerful Test fo rH ^  : a P  > aP^ vs. H ^  : a P  < aP^ .
The uniform ly most powerful test o f  H ^  : a P  > ap^  vs. : a P  <  aP^ , when a  is 
known is easily derived using the above stated definitions as follows;
(N ote**th is derivation is in Mood et al [8 ], o r any o f  many mathematical texts)
Since oris known a simple hypothesis to test is : a P  =  aP'vs,. H  ̂  : a p  =  a P ” . The 
best critical Region, C , letting P '  > p ” and using the Neyman-Pearson Theorem is.
L ix , e ” )
P
V
f  a»'\
n a \n
P ' 1=1
P'-P‘
P ’P ff J
< InA:
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f  r  0 ' r \ ^
=> > X; < J. ' In^-nûrln< - Ê K
\
p -
=  c
tr  ' i P ' - P " )
• The best critical region is C =  <(x,,X2, . .x „ )  =  ^ x , .  < c }
;=l
In testing the hypothesis H ^ : a P >  a f i '  vs. the composite alternative H  ̂  : a P  < a p ' , 
let P"'\x. any value greater than P ' , than the above argument holds true.
.'. The uniform ly most powerful critical region is C =  { (x , , X2 ) =  ^  x, <  c>
/=l
Since 2mx/ P  fo llow s a Chi-Square distribution a test based on the critical region 
C =  {(x , ,X2 ,—x^ ) =  2 MX I P  <  2 n d  =  c, }  would be a uniform ly most powerful test. 
The size o r significance level is,
p  =  P [(x,X2 x j e  C , / / J  =  P { x la p „  < x la n a P '^ ^ a )  =  p
and power function would fo llow  as,
P{0)  =  P [(x , ,x 2,...,x „) e C ]
The symbol p  is used in place o f  a , when talking o f  the significance level o r confidence 
intervals to lessen any confusion w ith  the shape parameter a  o f  the Gamma distribution. 
The probability statement fo r the size o r significance level o f  the test can be rewritten
as,
P (x !a P „  >  x lana)  /  2ncr) =  l - p
= P(aP^ < 2 n x a lx l i2na) )  =  1 -  P
.*. A  100(1 — p)%  upper confidence lim it is 2 n x a l  xlana), and power function, 
f  (g) =  /  2n<Z)
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However, a problem exists in  that the above results are based upon a known shape 
parameter, a , o f  the Gamma distribution. Grice and Bain [6] performed a numerical 
analysis o f  the power function fo r  the test, / / „  : a P  > aP^vs. H  ̂  : a P  <  aP^ w ith a
replaced by its M LE  estimate à , discussed in Section 1 o r Chapter 2, Section 1. The 
power function from Grice and Bain [6 ] is,
(a ,g )  =  P(x/(% 9 <
where the probability statement is only dependent upon the unknown shape parameter 
and stochastically independent o f  J  Grice and Bain [6].
Monte Carlo Study Estimated Values o f P,(or,0) =  P { x !  aP  < Zeanû) I2 n â )
The Monte-Carlo simulation performed by Grice and Bain [6] fo r these values 
consisted o f  generating random samples o f  Gamma deviates w ith a P  =  10 at various 
combinations o f  n ,  a  and P  =  1 0 / a . The choice o f  a P =  10 and P  are immaterial in the 
computation o f P, (a , since, as shown in the properties section, X  !  a P - '  r ( / ia , I /n < 2 ) , 
Grice and Bain [6 ]. From this and the fact that x  and â  are independent, Grice and Bain
[6] write the power function as,
P, (a ,^ )  =  j  P [ x / a ^  <
0
letting a = â  gives,
=  j P [ x ia P  <  x l^ 2nâ  /  2 n d \ f ia )d a
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using the fact X  / a P  ~  T { r ia , \ l  n a ) , letting
P [ x l  a p  <  Xeam,', /  2na] =  G (y  = xlam,) /  2mû,m2ût,I /  n o )  where G is the cumulative
7
Gamma distribution, G { y ,n a M n a )  =  jT { n a , \  ! n a ) ,  y  =  {xeam,)) '/2mmgives,
0
=  j G ( y , n a , l /  n a ) f {a )d a
0
The above statement is the expected value o f  G o f  f { à )   ̂ â  =  a , therefore,
=  na ,I  !  n a ) \
Grice and Bain [6 ] then generated between 21,000 to 4.000 samples fo r each 
combination o f  a  and 6 , computing G{xlanâ) /  ' ^ n â ,n a , \  / n a )  for each sample. These 
values were then averaged to obtain P |(or,P ).
Section 3: Confidence Interval fo r the Gamma Shape Parameter a
A  more detailed explanation o f the results obtained by Linhart [9 ], presented in 
Chapter 2 Section 3, fo r constructing a confidenc^e interval fo r the shape parameter o f  the 
Gamma distribution.
Definitions and Pa"operties
The Pearson Type I I I  model is just the com m on Gamma model w ith  shape parameter 
2 /2  and scale parameter2a , and is used merely fcecause it is the model chosen by both 
Linhart [9] and Bartlett [10]. The probability density  function is,
U / 2 ) - l  - x / 2 a
f ( x , À / 2 , 2 a ) = ------------------ n r c k ,  0 < x  <oo, 2 / 2 > 0 , 2 a > 0
r a / 2 ) ( 2 a ) ^ ' ’
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w ith  / /  =  A.a and <r =  2 a ’ 2
The moment generating function is obtained in the usual way by finding the expected 
value o f  e“ ,
“  a i T ) - \  - x l 2 a
The coefficient o f  variation fo r  any probability density is the standard deviation 
divided by the mean. So for the Pearson Type I I I  model the coefficient o f  variation is.
C V = a = Æ Z = =  f i ï ”
p . CCÀ À  (^2  j
The Digamma function is defined as the derivative o f  the gamma function divided by 
the gamma function, mathematically,
rfxV
Digamma function Ÿ^(x) = --------
r(x)
The Likelihood function is found by finding the jo in t distribution o f  the product o f  the 
X,. 's , mathematically written as.
r  n
n - . g  2a
 ̂ -d x
'■=' r ( 2 /2 ) ( 2 a )  (r(2/n ))" (2a)
taking the log o f  this density yields the log-likelihood function,
r .  \  £ x ,
nA. —
~1
ln(£) =  - n  In r a  /  2) -  ln(2ff ) +  ( 4 - 1 )  In n - .
1=1
1=1
2a
The maximum likelihood estimate (M L E ) is obtained by finding the values o f  the 
parameters that maximize the above tw o equations. This is done by setting the partial
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derivative o f  either o f  the above equations w ith respect to each parameter equal to zero 
and solving.
For the scale parameter l a , using the log-likelihood function, 
and fo r the shape parameter 2 / 2 ,
In
a in (L ) _  n F (2 /2 ) ' M ln(2a) ^ 1=1
3 (2 /2 )  F (2 /2 )
=  0
2 -  In A +  In x )+ In f r i  X , L 0
r u / 2 )  '  ' j
multiplying by 1 /  m ,
f  n ^
=  0-2 r (2 ,/2 ) '  |„2 + l n X - l n ; / "
n - ,f=l
F (2 /2 )  n
- 2 F ( 2 /2 ) '
F(2/2)
ln (2  /  2) — In X +  ̂  ln(x, ) /n  =  0
=> ln (2  /  2) -  =  In X  -  ̂  ln(x, ) /  M
1 (^A/ Z J
Notice the left side o f  the equation contains the Digamma function, and since no 
closed form  solution exists its value must be obtained using numerical procedures. The 
numerical approximations fo r both F (2 /2 ) 'a n d  F (2 /2 )  have been analyzed and 
tabulated by Pairman [11].
In  order to construct a confidence interval Linhart [9] uses Bartle tt’s [17] 
approximation defined as.
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f=l
which yields the statistic
n?an / [ l+ ( I + / i " ‘ ) /3 y l] = x l - \
Construction o f  the Confidence Interval
A  100(1 -a  )% confidence interval is obtained by rearrangement o f  the probability 
statement
nAm
[ l + ( l  +  n “ ) / 3A ]
j  ^ [ l  + 0 + n ~ ' ) / 3 Z ]  ^ 1
nAm ACl—cc/ Zn—I
* Cl! 2,n—I I—cr/ 2./I—1
=  \ —a
=  \ - a
■a! 2,n—I
=  1 - a
n/l^w (n - I - 1) nA^m
—:-------- S /L H------------ ^ ------------
X a l2 , n - \ 3n I—or/Zn—1
=  1 —tar
The next step is to use the quadratic formula to solve both sides o f  the inequality 
inside the probability statement. The algebra is the same fo r both sides, therefore using 
just the left side we can rewrite the equality as.
X a /2 ,n —l 3n
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This equality is then solved w ith  the quadratic equation, noting that
( À —c)(À -h c) < 0  (À +  c) is not a possible roo t since this would result in the statement
A < —c , which is invalid since A > 0 by definition, resulting in the roots.
1 ±  y i  +  4(w +  l)m  / 3Za,2.n-l
now, m =  \ n x  — y ^  ln (x -) / n is positive since by definition a random variable x  from  a
Gamma distribution is greater than o r equal to 0. So the term -^1 +  4 {n - \- \)m l  has
to be greater than 1. Therefore the only possible roo t is,
' A x i m l  X a l % . n - l
which leads to  the inequality
À <
2 n m  I  X a / 2 . n - x
's
o r A . !2 <
' 1 +  V l +  4(n +  l)m  /  '2>x I , 2,„-\ 
xln.n-x
therefore the probability  statement becomes 
^ 1 +  iyj\ +  4{n +  \)m/3xlai2.n-x )%l
Anm Anm
Changing to the terms o f  the Gamma model used in Chapter 2, is done by substituting in
the shape parameter a =  X ! 2 ,  giving the (1 — a )%  confidence interval.
=  1 - a
1 +  i ^ \  +  ^ in  +  \)m l3xla l2 .n-X  )xla,2.n-x 1 +  +  )xl,2.n-X
4nm Anm
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Section 4: Goodness O F FitTest for the Gamma Distribution
In this section the procedures and results o f  the paper written by Schneider [5 ] are 
discussed in more detail to provide more insight to the methods and results presented in 
Chapter 2, Section 4. The first part is merely a discussion o f  the procedures and 
methodology o f  the Monte Carlo study used and the methods and observations that lead
to the smoothing function, A(/9) *
power o f D ^ { â , 0 ) , obtained by Schneider [5 ].
. This is followed by a discussion o f  the
Definitions and Properties
Distribution functions and test statistics estimated from  the data:
Gamma - (x, â , $ )
EDF - 5 '„(x) = ^ ^ ( x  —x,.)/n  where ^ ( z ) = l  for z > 0,  0 otherwise
i= !
Kolmogrov Smirnov type test statistic - D „  (â , 0 )  =  Sup^ js„ (x ) -  (x, â ,  /9)|
where D ^ { â ,0 )  is used to  denote the dependence o f  the statistic on the data size 
and estimated parameter values.
Hypothesis Being Tested - Ho : F (x )  =  F^ (x, à , 0 )  vs. Ha : F { x )  ^  F^ (x, â ,  0 )  
for some x , where H o  is rejected fo r large values o f  D „ .
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M onte Carlo Procedure Used in Calculating The Values o f D ^ ( â ,0 )
The range o f  the study performed by Schneider [5] was on data sizes o f  
n = 10,15,20,25 ,30, a  =  0.1,0.2,0.5,1,2,5,10,20,50 at significance levels
p  = 0.2,0.15,.0.1,0.05,0.01. The statistic ( jâ ,0 )  was estimated by generating a random
sample o f size n from  a r(a,l) distribution to produce a single {â, 0 ) . The parameter
P  was set to  unity since the distribution o f { â ,0 )  is independent o f  scale and location 
parameters, Schneider [5 ]. This procedure was then repealed 5000 times and the resulting 
{â, 0 )  were ordered producing the percentile points. The “ raw”  critical values are 
found in Schneider [5].
Smoothing Function fo r the Values o f  D ^{a ,0 )
Examining these “ raw”  values Schneider [5] noticed fo r each case a fa irly  smooth 
contour over a  and n at each significance level. As a point o f reference Schneider [5] 
used the non-linear smoothing function fo r the exponential case presented in a paper by 
Stephens [12]. The function is o f  the form,
A * (p ) / ( « " "  +0 .12  +  0.1 In -"^ )
Schneider [5 ] started w ith  functions o f this form  fitting  them at each value o f  O. using the 
M AR Q U AR D T method in PROC N LIN  o f the Statistical Analysis System, (SAS), 
computing facility. The different values o f  the smoothing functions over n fo r each value 
o f a  were then plotted against values o f a  and visually reviewed, Schneider [5 ]. A fte r 
reviewing some o f  the functional forms Schneider [5 ] decided to simultaneously f it  the
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“ raw”  values to both n and a . The results were, “ after extensive experimentation, it was 
found that fo r a given significance level p , non-linear functions o f  the fo rm
A{p )
n ' ' ^ + C { p ) y
fit the raw values reasonably well” , Schneider [5]. I t  was found that this function worked 
well fo r a  > 0.5 . Schneider [5 ] provides the estimated constants fo r the above smoothing 
function to be used fo r values o f  a  not in the study. The table contains piecewise fits with 
break points between n =4(1)9 and n =10(5)30 which Schneider [5] found to be the most 
suitable in defining tw o distinct areas o f each contour. In addition this function should 
also be used fo r extrapolation purposes fo r values o f  n outside the range o f  the study, 
Schneider [5]. In  comparison to a paper by Durbin [13], who tabulated the exact null 
distribution o f  D ^ ( â , 0 )  fo r exponential data, the maximum deviation in results was 
0.004 at n =  4 w ith  an average difference less than 0.002, at the significance levels 
0.05,0.10 and 0.20. In samples o f  size 10 and 30 the critical values at the same 
significance levels never differed by more than 0.001. Also noted fo r sample sizes o f  50 
and 100 use o f the smoothing function provided similar results. Schneider [5]
Power o f  D „ (â , 0 )
In all o f  the studies below Schneider [5] generates 1,000 samples o f  size n =  10 and 
500 samples o f  size n = 20  from  a Gamma distribution using the procedure given in 
Chapter 2, Section 4. The first four sample moments fo r each o f the 10,000 deviates 
generated are checked against the moments o f the assumed underlying distribution to 
assure the samples were generated satisfactorily.
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Study 1 : Incorrectly specified shape parameters
In this study Scfineider [5] investigates the power o f  {â,0')  by counting the
number o f times the null hypothesis is rejected fo r each generated sample at the 
significance level p  =  0.05, for the values a  =  0.1,0.2,0.5,1,2,5,10,20,50.
For example Schneider [5] generates 1,000 samples o f  size n =  10 from  a F(0 .1 ,l) 
distribution, calculates D ^ { â , p )  fo r each sample and tests the hypothesis 
H o  : F  {x) =  F^ ( x ,a ,  0 )  vs. Ha : F  (x) ^  F  ̂{ x ,a ,  0 )  at each value
a  =  0.1,0.2,0.5,1,2,5,10,20,50. The power o f  D „ { â , 0 )  is then ascertained by counting the 
number o f times H o  is rejected fo r each specified value a  =  0.1,0.2,0.5,1,2,5,10,20,50 and 
divided by 1,000. In  this example when Ho  is tested at or =  0.1 the shape parameter is 
correctly specified and we expect the power to be equal to the size p  =  0.05.
The fo llow ing table provides the result o f  the Monte Carlo study o f  the pow er o f  
D ^ { â , 0 )  fo r this study, Schneider [5].
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Sample
Size
n
Underlying
Distribution 0.1 0.2 0.5 1
a
2 5 10 20 50
10 F(0.1,l) 0.054 0.281 0.881 0.982 0.997 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
F(0.2,l) 0.367 0.051 0.465 0.843 0.970 0.998 1.000 1.000 1.000
F(0.5,l) 0.974 0.515 0.044 0.223 0.646 0.946 0.991 0.999 1.000
F (l,l) 1.000 0.948 0.245 0.045 0.239 0.718 0.901 0.970 0.996
F(2 ,l) 1.000 1.000 0.741 0.195 0.056 0.309 0.655 0.879 0.985
F(5d) 1.000 1.000 0.999 0.783 0.253 0.045 0.160 0.521 0.862
F(10,l) 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.987 0.724 0.148 0.050 0.168 0.580
F(20,l) 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.979 0.523 0.120 0.034 0.214
F(50,1) 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.968 0.618 0.223 0.046
20 F(0.1,l) 0.054 0.556 0.992 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
F(0.2,l) 0.662 0.048 0.754 0.994 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
F(0.5,l) 1.000 0.836 0.050 0.486 0.948 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
F (l,l) 1.000 1.000 0.514 0.066 0.414 0.934 0.990 1.000 1.000
F(2 ,l) 1.000 1.000 0.980 0.394 0.050 0.502 0.908 0.994 1.000
F(5,l) 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.994 0.560 0.042 0.274 0.780 0.992
F(10,l) 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.984 0.294 0.034 0.248 0.858
F(20,l) 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.896 0.288 0.050 0.412
F(50,l) 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.966 0.392 0.058
Table 3. 2 Monte Carlo Study o f the Power o f  £)„ {& ,0 )
The diagonals o f  the table are the instances when the shape parameter is specified 
correctly, which means the power should be at the significance level, 0.05. For the 
samples o f size 10 these values range from  0.034 to 0.056 with an average o f 0.047 and 
from  0.034 to 0.066 w ith  an average o f  0.05 fo r  the samples o f size 20. Schneider [5] 
concludes that in both cases the significance levels are confirmed, w ith the differences 
being well w ithin the lim its o f  sampling error. As expected the power increases rapidly 
away from the correct shape parameter, Schneider [5 ].
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Study 2: Both parameters unknown
In this study same procedure o f study I is fo llowed to calculate the powers o f  
D ^ { â ,0 )  when the underlying distribution is Gamma and provides a check on the 
significance level p  =  0.05. The results from Schneider [5] are tabulated as follows.
Underlying Power of
Distribution n =  10 n =20
F(O.I,I) 0.069 0.066
r ( 0.2, l) 0.067 0.058
F(0.5,l) 0.048 0.056
F (l,l) 0.041 0.058
F(2,l) 0.049 0.050
F(5,l) 0.052 0.052
F(10,l) 0.046 0.042
F(20,l) 0.050 0.050
F(50,l) 0.056 0.064
Table 3. 3 Power o f  (â ,  0 )  Under a Gamma Distribution
For the samples o f  size 10 the values range fi-om 0.041 to 0.069 w ith an average o f 
0.053, and fo r sizes o f  20 the values range from  0.042 to 0.066 w ith  an average o f  0.055. 
Schneider [5] concludes that the significance levels are reasonably well met.
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Section 5: Generating Random Deviates
Given below is a step-by-step derivation o f  the result given b y  Whittaker [14], 
presented in Chapter 2, Section 5, fo r creating a random variable iffom  a Gamma
distribution, f { x , a , 0 ) =  d x .
Definitions
M , ( 0  =  £:(c“ ) =  ( l-> S r)-“
U niform  Distribution: / ( u )  =  du,  0 < « <  1.
Beta Distribution: f ( x ,  p ,q )  =  0 {p ,q )  =  (1 — x ) ’ "' dx,  0 < x  < 1
r(/?)r(<?)
Result I
The fo llow ing is used fo r producing random deviates from  both: a Gamma and Beta 
distribution.
X  =  - 0 ^ \ n U I  ~ r ( [a ] ,y 5 ) , Uf ~ U (0,1) and, [a ] is the integer part o f a .
1=1
Proof:
Letting a  =  1 we have the random variable X  =  —0 l n U  => U  =  and
du = -----—— dx.  Since U  is a uniform random variable defined abowe, using the change
o f variable technique the distribution o f  X  is,
f { x )  =  ^ dx,  which is T{1,0)
P
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letting y  = where k  is any integer from 1 to °o, then the distribution o f  V , using
1=1
the moment generating function technique, is.
M , ( t )  =  E(e'>) =  E =  )...£:(e“ * ) =  (1 -  >Sf)‘
which is the moment generating function fo r a Gamma distribution, r (k ,/9 )
ral
: . X  = - 0 ^ £ \ n U . fo llow s a Gamma distribution, r ( [a ] ,y 9 ) / /
i= l
Result 2
The fo llow ing derivation is outlined in W hittaker [14] and can be used to produce 
random deviates from a Beta distribution and is a basis fo r producing Gamma deviates, 
c
y  = ----- !— fo llow s a 0 { p , q ) ,  where S, =  U \ ' ’’ , and C /,,f/2are
Ŝ  + S 2
independent U  (0,1) variables, i f  and only i f  5, +  S j <  1 
Proof:
The jo int d istribution o f  C/, and is / ( « ,  ,« 2) = / ( “ i ) / ( « 2)
0 < M, ,«2 <  1. The jo in t d istribution o f  S, and S j , is obtained by determining the 
Jacobian as follows.
J  =
d « , ^u^
•̂ 2
9 « 2 9 « 2
85 , 9^ 2
1 ^ 2  ) = psr
PSi
0
p - \ 0
qsl~^
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or can be obtained as follows.
I-P
p - l
dSi dw, => du^ =  pu^ p <6, =  ps^^ 'd j,  and
dSj =   ̂ ^ du^ => du^ =quj~^ds2 —qs-^'^ds^
100
by substitution into / ( « , ,« ;  ) => / ( ^ , , ) =  p s ^ 'q s l ' ^  ds^ds^, 0 <s^,S2 < \
now define the random variables Y =
Sy + S 2
(■S’, +  ^2 )F = 5 , 5| =  YZ and
and Z  =  S. -t- S2 then.
Z  =  i", +  ^2 => ^2 =  Z  — YZ =  Z(1 — y )  
the Jacobian is.
J  =
0 5 , 0 5 ,
0 y z  y
0 ^ 2 0 5 2 - z  0  -  y )
0 y 0 Z
=  z { \ - y )  +  zy =  z
therefore the jo in t distribution o f  Y and Z  is,
/ ( y ,  z) =  p q y ”~̂ (1 -  y )"" ' z ”^‘''^dydz 
bounded by,
5, + ^ 2 < 2 = î> Z < 2 , Z > 0 ,  Z < — and Z <
1 - y
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Result 3
Producing random Gamma deviates is outlined in Whittaker [14] as follows using the 
results from above. Again let U.be  an independent U  (0,1) random variable and define,
Y = — ^ — , where J, = U 2 "~” ,Sy +5% < la n d  X  = - Y \ n U ^
5, + 5 j
the jo int distribution o f  X  and Y is.
_  F [p  +  (1 -  p )] p_i
r ( p ) r ( i - ; ? ) r ( p ) r a - p )
dxdy
Defining the fo llow ing transformations.
Z  Y7  1
Z . = X Y  => ^  = —L and Z , = ( l - y ) X  = > r  =  I - ^  = -------- ---------
Y Z, ( l +  Z ^ /Z . )
=> y =
Z, + Z ;
—  and X  = Z , + Z ;
therefore the Jacobian is.
J  =
dx dx
a z . dz2
3 y dy
a z , dz2
1
iZy+Z^Ÿ  (z, + Z z)"
- Z ,
(z, +Zz)^ {Z y+ Z jŸ
= (z, +Zz) - I
The joint distribution o f Z, and Z , is derived as follows.
/ ( z , ,Z z )  =
1
r ( / 7 ) r ( i - p )
r  r
<-1 1 !L
\ - P
(z, + Z z )  dzydz
1
T ( p ) r ( i - p )
e~"'e '^z,” '
\p V ' \ - p
<•2 
Z, +Zz
( z ,  -YZ2)dZydz2
p-l -P
dz,dzj =
r ( / 2 ) r ( i - / 2 )  t ( /2) r ( i - / 7 )
^ "z ,"  ^ c "Zz
-dZy  -------U^2dz.
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Since the jo in t density is the product o f  two Gamma densities the transformed 
variables are independent, therefore.
Z, =  X T  => Z, =  - I n f / j  ~  r ( p , l )  and
[al
Z 2 = ( i - F ) x ~ r ( i - p , i )
Note from earlier we have X  = —0 ^ l n U ,  -  r ( [ a ] ,0 ) , and therefore multiplying Z, by
1=1
0  would fo llow  a Gamma distribution, T { p , 0 ) .
Finally to produce a random Gamma deviate with both scale and shape parameters 
define p = a  + [a]  and use the transformation Z  =  AT +  Z , , which fo llow s a 
T{a, 0 )  distribution.
V  M. it) =  =  £ T ( e “ ) E ( e ' ‘' '  )  =  (1 -  0 t r ” (1 -
=  (1  -  =  (1  -  / » ) - “  ~  r ( « ,  0)
The subroutine fo r producing random variables fo r a Gamma distribution can be 
found in Chapter 4, subroutine Gammadeviates. This subroutine uses the function R ani, 
Press et al [15], to  produce random variables from a Uniform  distribution.
Section 6: The Lognormal D istribution and the H-Statistic
This section shows detailed derivations o f  the M VU E estimate fo r the mean o f  the 
lognormal d istribution given by Bradu and Mundlak [16], presented in Chapter 2, Section 
6. Also discussed is Cubic Lagrangian interpolation on the H  tables.
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Definitions and Properties
lognormal density.
Let X  =  {x, ,X; ,—, x „ }  represent a random sample, then i f  K =  In X  fo llow s a
A f(^ , cr^) distribution X  = e^  fo llows a L N { p , a ^ )  distribution w ith  probability density 
function,
f ^ = (2 n :a ^ )~ ' ' ^ e  —<6r, 0 < x < o o ,
X
The moment generating function fo r  Y  is M ^ ( j )  =  E{e'^) =   ̂ therefore the
moments o fX  can be derived as follows.
Since E ( X * )  =  =  we have
mean is //, =  E { X )  =  E { X
Variance is =  V (X )  =  £ (X *= ^ ) - (E (X *= ') )^  -1 ]
The moment generating function o f  a Chi-Square distribution w ith  m degrees o f  
freedom, denoted is,
M , ( 0  =  £ (e “ ) =  ( l - 2 0 " " ' "
E i x l )  is A / / (? )  =  m ( l - 2 0 - ‘'" '" " ” |,=o = m
EixlŸ  M / ( f )  = (m + 2 )m ( l-2 r r ‘'”'""''|,^ =(m + 2)m
Theorem 1. Let f { x , 6 ) , y  <  ^  <  <5̂ , be a pdf. which represents a regular case o f
the exponential class. Then i f  X , ,X ,  ,...,X ^, where n is a fixed
positive integer, is a random sample from a distribution w ith  pdf.
«
f { x , 6 ) , the statistic T, =  ^ K ( X , )  is a sufficient statistic fo r0  and the
/=i
fam ily {g , (y, ;0 )  : y  <  0  <  5 ) o f  probability density functions o f  T, is
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complete. That is, F, is a complete sufficient statistic f o v 0 .
(1) i f  we can see a function o f  the form  F ,, say (p(Xy), such that 
E[(p(yi)] =  9 , then the s ta tis tic^(FJ is unique and is the minimum 
variance unbiased estimate, (M VU E). Hogg and Craig [7].
M inimum Variance Unbiased Estimate fo r the Mean o f A  Lognormal D istribution
Bradu and Mundlak [ 16] derived the unbiased estimate w ith the minimum variance o f 
all unbiased estimates, denoted M V U E , by expanding on results from  a paper w ritten by 
Finney [17]. The following is a detailed look at the results obtained by Bradu and 
Mundlak [16] using the ‘Finney Solution’ .
Let (z,5^)be two independent random variables where Z  =  In X  ~  and
~ c r ^ x l  /  M • The moments o f  5 ^ , denoted E{c7^xl f  d ) ' ' , can be represented in the 
functional form as follows,
E ( f "  ) = +  2)...(n +  2k) ^ 2*  ̂ ^ ^ 0 ,1  .oo
n*(n  +  2k)
This is seen in the following comparison o f the first two terms using moment 
generating function o f a Chi-Square distribution given above, 
k  =  \
E(S  "* ) =  EfS-" ) =  =  cr"
n(n +  2)
or
= — E {x l ' )  =  — n = a ' ^  
n n
k =  2
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E { S ^ ) = E i S ^ Ÿ  +  ^  (w +  ^ (^2^2
n (n +  4) n
or
E i o ' ^ x l l n Ÿ  =  ^
«
Cn +  2 )(^2 )2
n
Finney [17] introduced the follow ing function,
X \  ^  ^  /i*(n  +  2^) r  M ^
which is combined w ith the previous equation and algebraically simplified.
«
1 n ’̂ in +  2k) «
*=0 k! «(/J +  2 )„(n  + 2k)  I n +1
1 n *(n  +  2^)
t=o ^1 «(« +  2)..(n +  2k)
n ] M(/z +  2)...(M + 2k) ^^2 y
M +  1 n {n +  2k)
- u .
n
n +  1
■Aa^
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Therefore the function, g„ {As^ )  is an unbiased estimate fo r /("+')
By definition the transformation X  =  must fo llow  a lognormal distribution, since
ZB ~ N { B ^ , v a ^ B ^ ) ,  and E (J )  =  E{e^^) =  .
is an unbiased estimate o f  
Combining results we have.
(A y : )) =  )E (g , ( A , '  )) =  ^
D_ 2  . B̂ +(8"u/24 A)ĝ
•■- e "gn ) IS an unbiased estimate o f  e
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To achieve an unbiased estimate fo r a function o f  the form, , we must find a
solution to the fo llow ing,
B^cr^v l2-\— - — A(T^ =  r ^ + c < t^ , letting R =  rgives,
« +  ]
r^+r^cr^t? /2 + —^ Acr^ = r^ + c c r^  => t^ < j~ u /2 + —^ A c r ^  = c a ^  
n +  1 « +  1
T^%//2 +  -  "  -A =  c => A -  -  ^ (c —r ^ i ; / 2 )  
« + 1 « '
.n +  1C-^^-^(C -  r^U / 2)5^)] =  g:#+(r‘%,/2.c-r'u/2)g ^
n
so 2)5^) is an unbiased estimate o f
n
Using this result w ith  the estimates,
5  ̂ (^, -  x ) " -  x l - i  and X  ~  V ( r / / ,  r  /  n)
=> z = x , n  =  n — \ , ^  =  p  and u  =  1 /n  
w fiich yields.
n
 r ( c - r  /2n )5
I n —I
\ =  E [ e ^ g „
^2nc  — r^  ^
2 ( n - l )
V + r  VU 2n+f.ïri.r 2̂ £ZI1 ’
] =  e I " I >
/
_  ^ r / i+ r V ^  /  ln + ( .c -A  !2 n )a '  ^xp + a ^c
'^ 2 n c - r ^  2^ 
s is an unbiased estimate o f
/ ̂ 2 ( n - l )
This is the uniform ly minimum variance unbiased estimator fo r the estimated value since 
X and 5^ are jo in tly  sufficient and complete statistics. This is shown using Theorem 1, 
which can be extended to the case o f  several parameters, Hogg and Craig [7 ]. The p roo f
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is based on Z  =  In X  ~ V ,^2 ) » which implies X  = e ^  ~ LN(0y , ̂ 2 ) • We have.
—dx
X
which can be written in the exponential form.
f i x , 6 y,6 2 ) =  e
— ( I n x ) ^ X —̂ — ln[(2jr02
0. 20 d x ^ e
' (lnx)^ + In[(2xi9j)''
dx
so we have X ,(x ) =  (Inx)^and K 2 CX) =  In x .  Therefore, the statistics,
Y, = ^ ( ln x , . ) ^  and F2 = ] ^ I n x ,
1=1 (=i
are jo in t complete and sufficient statistics fo r and 02 • Defining the fo llow ing one-to- 
one transformations.
Y  y  _ y 2  ^ ( l n x , - l n ^ =
Z, = —  =  In X and Z , — -J — ^  — ------------------- =  s
n n — 1 n — l
are also joint and complete sufficient statistics. Therefore, we have.
2/zc — 
2 ( n - l )
is the M V U E  o f  g ^
Useful Properties o f  the Lognorm al D istribution Using the Above Results
Again, Z  =  In X  ~ V ( / / ,a  ) and X  =  e -  L N ) ,z  and s .are based on the log- 
transformed data, Zi =  ln(x,.), i  =  1,2,..., n .
Mean £ (X )  = ^ , = e* T =  1 and c =  1 /  2
EW'gn
^ n - r ^  ^2 ^
2 ( n - l )
fi+a /2n+
I = e _ ̂ P+M2cA
J
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2(/z-l)
5^ is the M V U E  o f
Median X  =e^  => r  =  1 and c =  0
is the M V U E  o f
y2 ( n - l )
=  => r  = kand c =  k " /2
=> 2 ( n - l ) I = f
kp+k^<7 ! 2n+
n—l(  k
n 2
=  e
k p + k^a ^  l2 n + { - — —  [2  2/1> ■ = ,
E { X Ÿ  = f /* + '/2 '^ * = > r  =  kand c =  k / 2
y  '  /  '  '  'V kp+k^cr^ t2n+ \k { n - k )  _2 
2 ( n - I )
\ = e
fn-lf t(n-t) 11: 
[ n [ 2(n-l) J f
*A+*VU2,+«''*
= e 2 2n — g P t+ l/2 g  t
Variance V (X )  =  cr, = E ( X  ) — (£ (% )) =  e °  , using the formulas we have.
£ (% ')  =  £ [g " 'g X 2 / ) l  and (£ (X ))^  =  £ [e " 'g „2c„ ( ( » - 2 )  2
( « - D
therefore the M V U E  estimate fo r the variance is.
Ç/2 -  2) 2 
(n -1 )
2c= e
(n -1 ) yJ
The variance o f  the estimate, 0 , is also given by Bradu and Mundlak [16] as
follows.
ô'^p, = e
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Lagrangian Interpolation fo r Tables o f  the H-Statistic
As mentioned in Chapter 2, Section 6, in environmental applications the most 
commonly used upper bound fo r the mean o f  a lognormal distribution is based on the H  
statistic given by Land [18 ][19 ]. Tabulated values fo r the H-Statistic are found in Land 
[18] [19] and Gilbert [20] and are based on 5 and n . When either one or both o f  these 
values are not on the table. Land [28] suggests Lagrangian Cubic Interpolation.
Lagrangian Cubic Interpolation is a technique used to fit an unknown function w ith  a 
continuous polynomial through the known data points. Gerald and Wheatley [21] give the 
functional form  as,
^   ̂ ( x - x , ) ( x - x 3 ) ( x - x j  ^  ^
 ̂ (X, - X j X x ,  - X j K x ,  - X j  ' (X j  - x . X x j - X 3 X X 2  - x j  ^
( x  -  X, ) ( x  -  X;  ) ( x  -  x^ ) { x  -  X y ) { X  -  X 2 ) { x  -  x ^ )
4
(^3 -  4  )(^3 -  ^2 )(^3 -  ̂ 4 ) (^4 -  -̂ 1 )(^4 -  ̂ 2 )(^4 -  ̂ 3 )
The process is to om it one x,. value and write the numerator as, (x  — x,. ), where x,. is a 
non-omitted value. The denominator is the product o f  the distance each o f these points is 
from the omitted value, (x-(^^,.„^^, — x,. ) .  The function itse lf is made up o f four terms, each 
o f which is a cubic in x , which sum to a cubic, Gerald and Wheatley [21]. This 
procedure is illustrated in the follow ing example, where is not a value present on the 
table,
Ex. /2 = 3, 5y = 3.5 and we want to interpolate fo r H  . The corresponding table values
are.
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n =  3
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
3.295
4.109
5.22
6.495
Table 3. 4 Partial Table o f  H-Values
H  2(35) =
( 3 .S - .3 ) ( 3 .5 - 4 ) ( 3 .5 - ^ ) 3 ^ ^ 3 ^  (3 .5 - .2 X 3 .S -4 ) (3 .5 - .3 ) ^  ^ ^
(.2 -  .3)(.2 -  .4)(.2 -  .5) (.3 -  .2)(.3 -  .4)(.3 -  .5)
In cases where 5,. and n  are both not represented in the table the above formula w ill
be adapted by performing cubic Lagrangian interpolation in the x  direction followed by 
cubic Lagrangian interpolation in the y  direction.
^  ( y - y 2 ) ( y - y z ) ( y - y ^ )  r ( x - x ^ x x - x ^ X x - x j  ^  ^
(X  - J 2X X  -J 's X X  - 3̂4) (Xy-X2)(Xy-X2)(Xy-X^)
( x - X y ) ( x - X 2) ( x - x ^ )  ^   ̂ ( x - X i ) ( x - X 2) ( x - x J  ^  ^
(Xj X|)(X2 X̂ )(-^2 •̂ 4) (-X X X -^ -^zX-^ ^ 4 )
(X -X y ) (x -X 2 ) (x -X 2 )  y  11  , I  ( y - x X y - X z X F - X )  
(X ^ -X ,x% 4 -^2 X X ,-X 2 )  ̂ " "  ( y 4 - x X y 4 - X 2 X F 4 - X )
(X -X 2 )(X -X 3 X ^ -^ 4 )
U  -X > X X  - ^ ) ( X  - ^ 4) (X2 -Xi)(X2 - X 2 ) ( X 2 - X j
(x -  X, )(x -  X2 )(x  -  X. )
■/s + •
( x - x , ) ( x - X 2 X - y - ^ )
( X j  - X y ) ( X 2 - X 2) ( X 2 - X 4 )  ( X 4  - X , X ^ ^ 4 - X 2 ) ( X 4 - X j )
An example fo r this is given in Gerald and Wheatley [21],
/4 |3 ’4]
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Ex. Cubic Lagrangian interpolation in the y  direction and quadratic Lagrangian 
interpolation in the x  direction.
F
X 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
I 0.64 1.003 1.359 1.703
1.5 0.99 1.524 2.045 5.549
2 1.568 2.384 3.177 3.943
Table 3. 5 Partial Table o f  H-Values
The Lagrangian equation for any x  and y  value would be 
H ( x , y )  =  — (y ~ Q -3 )(X -0 -4 ) (y -0 .5 )  |- 1.5)(x -  2.0) ^
(0 .2 -0 .3 ) (0 .2 -0 .4 ) (0 .2 -0 .5 ) '-  (1 .0 -1 .5 )(1 .0 -2 .0 )
(x -1 .0 ) (x _ 2 .0 )
(1 .5 -1 .0 )0 .5 -2 .0 ) (2 .0 -1 .0 )(2 .0 -1 .5 )
( y - 0 .2 ) ( y - 0 .4 ) ( y - 0 .5 )   ̂ ( x - 1 .5 ) ( x -2 .0 )
(0.3 - 0 .2)(0 .3- 0 .4 )(0 .3 -0 .5 )  '  (1 .0 -1 .5 )0 .0 -2 .0 )
+ ( 1 . 5 3 4 ) + ( 2 . 3 8 4 )  ] +
(1 .5 -1 .0 )0 .5 -2 .0 ) (2 .0 -1 .0 )(2 .0 -1 .5 )
( y - 0 .2 ) ( y - 0 .3 ) ( y - 0 .5 )   ̂ ( x - 1 .5 ) ( x -2 .0 )
( 0 .4 - 0 .2 )(0 .4 - 0 .3 )(0 .4 -0 .5 )  '  (1 .0 -1 .5)(1.0 -2 .0 )
+ - ^^ - -  (2.045) +  ^ (3• 177) ] +
(1 .5 -1 .0 )0 .5 -2 .0 ) (2 .0 -1 .0 )(2 .0 -1 .5 )
( y - 0 .2 ) ( y - 0 .3 ) ( y - 0 .4 )   ̂ ( x -1 .5 ) ( x -2 .0 )  ^
( 0 .5 - 0.2)(0.5 - 0 .3)(0 .5-0 .4 )  (1 .0 -1 .5 )0 .0 -2 .0 )
^_ ( x - L 0 ) ( x - 2 . 0 )  (2 .5 4 9 )+ J f ^ ' ^ ) ( 4 ^ ; :& ( 3 .9 4 3 )  ]+
(1 .5 -1 .0 )0 .5 -2 .0 ) (2 .0 -1 .0 )(2 .0 -1 .5 )
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Note in the results o f  Chapter 2, all 2 dimensional Interpolation uses cubic Lagrangian 
interpolation in both directions.
Section 7: Bootstrapping
This section provides more details and explanations o f  the bootstrapping methods 
presented in Chapter 2. The topics deal w ith the nonparametric method o f bootstrapping 
since the results can be applied to parametric methods. Bootstrapping is just a name for 
the procedure o f resampling from  the original data either directly or from a fitted model. 
This section focuses on the methods fo r resampling from  the original data set. The 
procedure involves in its simplest formulation generating replicate data sets based on the 
original data set, these replicated sets are generated by a computer, and are also referred 
to as computer-intensive methods, Davison and Hinkley [6 ]. These methods allow one to 
tackle a wide range o f  problems w ithout having to simplify complex problems, Davison 
and Hinkley [6]. This approach can be used even in more simple problems to check the 
adequacy o f  measures obtained and give approximate solutions, Davison and Hinkley [6]. 
This is one o f the main reasons behind the bootstrapping methods used in this thesis, they 
provide another measure for the comparison o f  the Gamma distribution to the lognormal 
distribution in environmental applications.
The beginning o f this Section contains basic definitions and properties, most o f which 
are also presented in Chapter 2, Section 7. These definitions and properties are then 
followed by derivations o f  some o f  the more complex ideas presented in Chapter 2. There 
are many books and papers w ritten on bootstrapping methods all w ith different variations 
o f  basically the same technique. Throughout this paper I  have chosen to use the methods.
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notation and term inology o f  that used by Davison and H inkley [6 ]. I ’ve found these 
methods and applications are well suited fo r the purposes o f  this thesis.
Definitions and Properties
Nonparametric means no distributional assumptions are made fo r the data
Heaveside function H ( u )  =  ■! ’ ^  ^  I , also known as the unit step function
[1, u > 0 ]
% y represents the /th simulated data set.
N  is the number o f  simulated data sets.
T  is the statistic that is used to make inferences on a characteristic o f  a population, 
r /  statistic o f  interest calculated from the /th simulated data set.
/ is the value o f  T  from  a sample.
Empirical D istribution assigns equal probabilities \ ln  at each sample value, x - .
# (x - < x)
Empirical D istribution Function (EDF) F (x )
n
t (F )  =  9 \n nonparametric analysis is the algorithm  that defines the 
parameter o f  interest, denoted as ^  in this instance. 
t =  f(F )  implies that t is a statistical function o f  the empirical distribution, 
function, and the sample estimate o f  the relationship t{JF) =  9 . 
t( ) is the function fo r  estimating 9 . 
t represents the scalar estimate o f  ^ .
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Examples (Statistical Functions)
The mean f (F )  =  Jx d F (x ) which is estimated from  the sample data as
X = /(F )  = JxrfF(x) = J xr/(l/ n ^ H  (x — Xf) )=  1/ n Y '  xdH  (x —x,-) =1/ X;
The focus w ill be on the distributional characteristics o f  T  , fo r example i t ’s bias and 
variance, and how to use it to calculate confidence lim its f o r ^ .
Basic Confidence Interval Based on Norm ality and Estimates o f  Bias and Variance fo r T.
Assume that the distribution o f  T  follows an approximate normal distribution w ith  a
mean 0 +  B and a variance v, where B and v are the unknown bias and variance. We can
construct a confidence interval fo r 9 in the normal way as,
_ t  — (9 +  B)
^(z<z/2 < — [;T7i----- < z,_c/2) =  1-ÛT
which gives the confidence 100(l-<2) % confidence intervals,
t - B  -v' 'Zy_a,2 d  - B Davison and H inkley [6]
O f course the bias and variance are usually not known and can be estimated from  there 
definitions
B =  b (F )  =  E (T  /  F )  — t ( F )  and v =  v (F )  =  v a r(T / F ) , Davidson and H inkley [6] 
which are estimated from  the sample
B  =  b (F )  =  E(T  /  F )  — r (F )  and v =  v (F )  =  var(F  / F ) , Davison and H inkley [6]
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Moment estimates
Suppose we want to estimate properties o f  T, say T  —0 ,  from simulated data sets. We 
would generate simulated data sets by randomly picking data points from the original 
data set, yielding the simulated data sets, X [ . For example a bootstrapped 
estimate fo r the bias discussed above would be,
B = K F )  =  E{T  I  F ) - K F )  =  E \ T ' ) - t  
which is then estimated by simulation as,
iV
Byy =  1 /N ^ T ; '  ~ t , t  estuTiated from the original data 
1=1
An estimate for the variance would be,
/V ___
= 1 /(W — 1)^(7 ].* —T ' Ÿ  , Davison and H inkley [6].
These empirical approximations are governed by the law o f  large numbers and 
converge to the exact value under the fitted model as N  grows large. Davison and Hinkley 
[6] make an important point in that we are not estimating properties o f  T in  this case but 
properties o f  T  relative to 0.
Distribution and Quantile estimates
In the preceding discussion we found simulated estimates fo r the bias and variance o f 
T —0 ,  but are more commonly based on normal approximations, Davison and H inkley 
[6]. However sometimes assuming that Thas an approximate normal distribution can be 
inaccurate. In  this paper Q — Q plots, which p lo t the ordered simulated values
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against expected ordered normal values, are used to measure the 
appropriateness o f  using normal approximations.
W ithout using any approximate distributional model we can look at the quantile 
estimates fo r T. Using the above example we can estimate the distribution o f  T  — 6  by 
the simulated estimate, T* —t and then estimate the cumulative probabilities by the 
empirical distribution function o f  the simulated values r* — f . Mathematically this is,
# fr * —f <  c)
G(c) =  P [T  — 0 < c ]  is simulated by (c) = -----------   , Davison and H inkley [6 ].
N
The basis fo r this approximation is that (c) converges to the exact CDF o f T* — r , as 
A  becomes large. So an a  quantile estimate o f  T  —0  is the N a  value o f the ordered 
t  — t values. O f course it is easier i f  TV is a value such that N a  is an integer. 
Mathematically the quantile estimate o f  T  — 0  is simply —t.
Davison and Hinkley [6] note that simulated quantile estimates o f this type are in 
principle better than results based on a normal approximation, because no distributional 
form o f  r *  — r is assumed.
Nonparametric Simulation and Exact Moments Under Sampling From the EDF
Again we are assuming no parametric model and that the data are independently and 
identically distributed from an unknown CDF, F.  In  nonparametric simulation we are
going to use the EDF, F  , as we would a parametric model, Davison and Hinkley [6 ]. 
Using this E D F we are going to use simulation o f  data sets to estimate theoretical 
properties. To simulate the ED F we assign equal probabilities on the original data values 
and then independently sample at random from  these data values to yield a
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simulated data set X ‘ . This formally defines the procedure known as the nonparametric 
bootstrap, Davison and H inkley [6].
Exact moments under sampling from the E D F  are.
Average
£■* (X  * ) =  E* (X  * ) =  1 / Xf =  x , Davison and Hinkley [6]
1=1
Variance o f  the average
v a r * ( X * ) = l / n v a r * ( X ‘ ) = - E * [ X * - E \ X ' ) Ÿ  = l / n * Y l / n i x , - x ) ^
n 1^
( n - 1 ) ,  1
n n ( n - l )  t r
^  (x,- — x )  ̂ , Davison and Hinkley [6]
or
v a r* (X * )  = s ^  Ir i^
This derivation given by Davison and H inkley [6] can also be explained using the
following coro llary to a theorem from Hogg and Craig [7 ], pg.220.
Corollary: Let X ^ ,X ^ , . . . ,X  ̂  denote observations o f a random sample o f  size n 
from  a d istribution that has mean / /  and variance . The mean and
" _ f  n \
variance o f  T  =  ^  k ^ X are respectively, ^  A:,- ]u and
1=1
r  n  \
■
To use this theorem note that we are sampling from  the E D F Ê  that has a mean x  and
n
variance ^  (x,. — 3c)  ̂/  n . Therefore the simulated data set, say Y , is made up o f 
1=1
independently sampled X . ’5 . So applying the corollary.
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y  = ^ 1 /« X , .  , each Æ,. = l / / i ,  = > /Zy =  ^ 1 / n
(=i
and variance.
=
n
X O /n )=
f=l
y  n
r  = l / n
1=1
/ /
Nonparametric Bootstrapping Basic Confidence Intervals
The first o f  the basic bootstrapped confidence intervals are based on the quantile 
estimates discussed above which are derived from the fo llow ing  probability statement, 
P{a < T —6 < b )  =  \ —a  => P { b < 6  < a ) = l  — a  
Substituting the quantile estimates for T  — 0 yields the basic bootstrap confidence 
interval,
^ - (C d -g /2) - 0 ,  Davison and H ink ley [6]
The next basic confidence interval is based on m im icking the studentized t statistic 
which is o f  the form ,
T - 0
.1/2
which is estimated by the studentized bootstrap statistic.
* (T* — r)
S* = — wi t h simulated values s] =m/2 , Davison and Hinkley [6].
The delta method variance, discussed next, is substituted into these equations since 
we are assuming no parametric model which gives the studentized bootstrap statistic 
based on nonparametric resampling as.
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T  —6
S = — — w ith simulated values s* =
V ,
The 100(1 —a)%  studentized bootstrap confidence limits, also referred as bootstrap-t 
limits, are generated by substituting the simulated quantile estimates o f  S into the well 
known studentized confidence intervals yielding,
( /  - V j , ), Davison and Hinkley [6]
The above methods are simplified by using a normal approximation for the estimated 
quantiles. Substituting into the well-known normal confidence intervals yields the 
100(1 —a)%  confidence interval,
/  +  which, fo r the nonparametric case is f  +
Davison and Hinkley [6] suggests that i f  the distribution o f  T  - 0 is dependent on 
unknowns alternative expressions contrasting T  and 6, such as the studentized 
comparisons should be used. Moreover, the first two types should be used when a normal 
approximation to the quantiles is inadequate. The inadequacy o f a normal approximation 
fo r this thesis is determined by viewing the normal Q-Q p lo t o f  the simulated values, t ' .
Theory Behind Delta Methods
Following is a discussion o f the theory behind delta methods that w ill make it easier 
to understand the concepts o f the influence function and the nonparametric delta method.
When doing a parametric analysis (assuming a distributional form) often it is possible 
to represent estimators, T , in terms o f  fundamental statistics, C/, , fo r which exact o r
approximate distributional calculations are possible, Davison and Hinkley [6]. Moment
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estimates would be an example. I f  this is the case the delta methods can be used to  find 
distributional approximations o f T  itself, Davison and H inkley [6 ].
To show this, consider the case where T  is a scalar estim ator that is a function o f the 
scalar statistic U  based on a sample o f size n , T  =  g { U ) . Suppose the fo llow ing,
(1) C /-T V (^ ,< r //n )  => (2) Z  =  - ^  ~  iV (0 ,l)
therefore we can w rite  U  as,
U  = |'+ < 7 |^ /rtZ  +  G ^(/7"‘ ) ,  where (» " ')  is the hidden bias o f T , since (1) is 
only approximately normal. A lso we can w rite , C/ +  0 ^ (1) which is a statement o f the 
consistency property o f U . Next consider T  =  g(JJ) , where g is a smooth differentiable 
function. Provided that g '(^ )  # 0 , then.
(3) T  = TV 9,
n
, this w ill be shown below
This result is usually called the delta method result, Davison and H inkley [6 ].
The main feature o f this result is the delta method variance approximation defined
(4) v a r[g (f/)] =  [g 'C ^ ]^  v a r( f/) , Davison and H inkley [6 ].
This is derived as follow s.
Note i f  g is smooth then T is consistent fo r 0  =  g (^ )  , since from  (1),
= g (|'+ O p (l)) =  g (|0  +  <3p(I), Davison and H inkley [6 ]
Using Taylor series expansions to find a polynom ial that best estimates g {U ) near 
U  = ^ ,  we have,
T  =  g(JJ) =  g ( ^  +  g '( ^ ( U  -1 0  (« -' ) , H inkley et a l [6 ]
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since the remainder is proportional to (JJ , the next term  in the Taylo r series 
expansion, a truncated version is,
T  =  g (G ) +  Davison and H inkley [6]
Using (2) we have.
^|n
which implies, since T  is a linear function o f Z  , w hich is normal, that (3) is true.
(3) r  =TV
n
and from  (1 ) we have va r(£ /) =  < j^  / n , therefore,
v a r[g (f/) ] =  g '( |0 ^  —~  =  v a r(U ), w hich is equation (4). Davison and
n
H inkley [6 ].
The bias o f  T , that is hidden in the (n~‘ ) term  o f the Taylor expanded series above, 
can be estimated by taking the expectation ignoring the remainder term,
T =  g iU )  =  g ( i )  +  g '( i ) ( U  ~ ^  +  £ ^ ( U - i ) ^
which is.
E (T )  =  E (g (U ))  =  g ( i )  +  g '( i ) E ( ( [ /  ~ ^ ) + M ^ e (JJJ
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=  +  + f n ,  since E ( J J =  var(G ) I n .
I f  U  is unbiased fo r this sim plifies to
EÇT") =  6  -^— g ^ i ^ c j ^ , Davison and H inkley [6 ].
2n
As a lead in to  the next section Davison and H inkley [6 ] state the above results can be 
extended to  the case when U is a set o f observed frequencies y j / „  when the random 
variable is discrete w ith  probabilities / ? , on n possible values. In  this case the
analogue o f T  =  g (G ) =  g ( ^  ^  ^  («-■ ) is.
/=I
^(.Pl ’**•’ Pn )
dp.
, Davison and H inkley [6 ].
Nonparametric Delta Method and the Influence Function
The influence function is an extension o f (5) using the Taylor series expansion to 
statistical functions, Davison and H inkley [6 ]. The linear form  o f the expansion o f (5) is,
(6) t(G )  =  r(F ) +  Je , (y ; F )d G {y ) , where E, is the firs t derivative o f t ( •  ) a t F ,
defined as.
w  ,• t [ ( \ - e ) F  +  e H ^ ] - K F )  d [ ( \ - e ) F + e H ^
E ,(y ;F )  =  lim e  0 ---------------------- -̂-----------= ------------------------ -
e de e=0
where H ^ (u) =  / f  (« — y ) , is the Heaveside function o r unit step function jum ping from  0 
to  1 at « =  y  , Davison and H inkley [6 ].
The resulting definitions are,
influence function- E, (y ) =  E, (y ; F )
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em pirical influence function-/(y )  =  L ,(y ;F )  (estimated from  sample, F  ) 
em pirical influence values- /. =  / ( y . ) , Davison and H inkley [6 ]. 
Applying equation (6) w ith  G = F  gives the nonparametric delta method,
(7) /(F )  =  /(F )  +  JE, (y ; F )d F (y ) =  /(F )  -t- E, (y ,; F )
where the righ t hand side is known as the linear approxim ation, Davison and H inkley [6 ].
Next the central lim it theorem is applied to the sum —V L ,(y ,- ;F )  yielding,
«
T -0 = = N (P ,v ^ (F ) )  
because J L, (y ; F )d F (y )  =  0 , and where
v ^ (F ) =  / j" ' va r[E ,(y )] = n~^^Û, (^y)dF{y) , Davison and H inkley [6 ].
Davison and H inkley [6 ] note that in practice v ^ (F )is  approximated by substituting the
empirical d istribu tion  function, F  fo r F, obtaining the nonparametric delta method 
variance estimate,
/ = !
Davison and H inkley [6 ] note that equation (7) im plies that, 
/E , ( y ;F ) ^ F ( y ) = n - '^ / , ^ 0
f=i
3 [(1—e)F-\-eH  .
In  cases when then derivative ,L , { y ,F )  =  lim e  —> 0 = -----------------------   is
de ^
d ifficu lt to evaluate theoretically, the numerical approxim ation can be used,
t [ ( l - e ) F + e H J - t ( F )
E ,(y; E ) = -------------------------------------w ith  a small value o f e , like 1/(1 OOn).
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Davison and Hinkle_y [6 ] provide the fo llow ing  example, w hich is used in this paper.
Ex: Let t  =  y ,  which has the statistical function  t ( F )  =  J y d F (y ) . Then the 
influence function,
t [ ( l - e ) F  +  e H ^ ] - K F )  d [ ( l - e ) F  +  eH
LX y; F )  =  h.me - ^ 0 -----------------------------   = -----------------E
c  de
is evaluated by se tting  /[(I — e)F  +  eH^] =  (1 — e)/z +  ey and differentiated to obtain
E ,(y ) =  gy] 1̂ ^ = y - / z ,  D avison and H inkley [6 ]. / ( y )  = y  — ÿ
the results are,
empirical influence function- /(y )  =  y  — ÿ  
em pirical influence values- f. =  y. — ÿ  
therefore the delta m ethod variance approxim ation is,
= (/Î —1)5^ /« ^ , where = ] ^ ( y  — ÿ)^ /(«  — 1), Davison and H inkley [6 ].
i= l
This is arrived at as fo llow s,
= V l ( F ) =  = « ~ ^ ^ (y ,- - ÿ ) ^  = in - \ ) n ~ ^ s ^ .
f = l  /=1
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CHAPTER 4
FORTRAN SOURCE CODE
Provided below is the fu ll Fortran 77 code used to obtain the results presented in 
Chapter 2. When applicable this program was tested against results obtained by other 
authors. One example is given in the results section o f Chapter 2 and another is found in 
Chapter 2, Section 7.
Program Gamma
Parameter definitions. A ll real numbers throughout the program are in double Precision.
Double Precision a(10000),z(10000),xbar,g(10000),alpha,beta,h(12)
Double Precision df,chi,ub,nl,lngamma,mu,x,prg,u( 10000)
Double Precision gd(10000),avg(10000),avgd( 10000)
Double Precision lnormd(10000),plnormd(10000),pi
Double Precision ltran(10000),stdlt,ltbar
Double Precision muln,medln,varln,stdln,mlemu,mlestd
Double Precision ltcv,m]ecv,errmln,mlesd,mleupper,cheby
Double Precision stdl ,std2,cltucl,cltadjucl,chebyl
Double Precision d(30000),bia,vr,bsucl,studl,studll,stbl
Double Precision s lb ll ,pucl,prz(1000),ksl,ksll ,ksl2,zm
Double Precision alphaAalpha3,gdev(l 00000),Ingamma3,lngamma4
Double Precision tp,pval,tbcaper(4),tbcanp(4),hucl,hh
Double Precision lnxb,lnsd
Integer i,j,n,ct,n2,m l ,e,n3
Q * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
pi=3.141592653589793
Q * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
write(*,*)Enter the number o f data points’
Read *, n
write(*,*) Enter number o f data sets parametric bootstraping’
Read *,n2
wriie(*,*) Enter number o f data sets non-par bootstrapping’
Read *,n3
write(*,*)Enter H statistic’
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Read *,hh
w rite(*,*) Enter lognormal distribution mean’
Read *,lnxb
w rite(*,*)Enter lognormal distribution standard deviation’
Read *,lnsd 
w rite (*,*)’ ’,lnxb,lnsd 
n l=n 
x=2.0
m l =int(.95*n2) 
e=1000*n
Ç * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  d a ta  FILE RETRIEVAL * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
The f ir s t  f i le  to be opened and read is the data set, fo llo w e d  by the f i le  ‘dataa’ which is a 
table o f  the hetTnite polynomials used in the subroutine confidencebound to provide a 
95% upper bound fo r  the mean assuming a Gamma distribution. The last f i le  is a random  
set o f  integers fro m  1 to n used in the nonparam teric bootstrap routines. This fix e d  data  
set was used to provide the same bootstrapped values during the w riting phase and can 
easily be replaced with a random generating function .
open (unit=15, file= ln43’,status=’old^ 
do j= I,n  
read(15,*)a0) 
enddo 
close(15)
open ( un it= l6 , file= ’dataa’,status=’old’) 
do j= I,12  
read(16,*) h(j) 
enddo 
close(l6)
open (unit=I5, file= ’datal5’,status=’old’) 
do j= l,e  
read(15,*)d(j) 
enddo 
close(15)
(• * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  \tA IN  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
call sort(a,n)
call basicstat(n,a,std 1 ,std2,cltucl,cltadjucl,cheby 1 )
call newton(a,n,xbar,beta,alpha,zm)
call confidencebound(alpha,nl ,xbar,h,df,chi,ub)
call scale(a,beta,n,z)
call gser(alpha,z,n,prg,lngamma,prz)
call kstat(n,prz,kst)
Q * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  ALPHA3 4 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
The values alphaS and alpha4 are the upper and lower confidence limits discussed in Chapter 2, 
Sections, and are input here, i f  desired, to calculate the Kolmogrov-Smirnov test statistic o f  
Chapter 2,Section 4.
w rite(*,*)’enter alpha upper C l’
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read *,alpha3
w rite(*,*)’enter alpha lower C l’ 
read *,alpha4
call gser(alpha3 ,z,n,prg,lngamma3 ,prz) 
call kstat(n,prz,kstl) 
call gser(alpha4,z,n,prg,lngamma4,prz) 
call kstat(n,prz,kst2)
^  ^ 5 je ^ î(c ^ ^ ^ ^ 5 (:: je :(c :f t : ic : jc ! ie î(e s |c 5 ic  y y\  J y y y ^  î|c^ :(c^^;ic :fe !fe :(e :(£^î|î!f:s (es (e !ic î(c !ic î(c¥ î|^ îi*^5 je ;ic :(c3^;ic :(:a (c5 (:5 je^ î4c :(c^5 (c5 îc
call ltstat(n,a,ltran,ltbar,stdlt,muln,medln,varln,stdln,mlemu 
c ,nnlestd,ltcv,mlecv,errmln,mlesd,nileupper,cheby,hucl
c ,hh)
The bootstrapping param etric model to be used needs to be determined and the correct 
subroutine called. F o r example i f  a Gamma model is the assumed model then the ca ll o f  
the lognormal subroutine needs to be commented out and vice versa. The generated data 
set is sent to pgboot as gdev.
call nonparbootstrap(n,n3,a,d,xbar,stdl ,bia,vr,bsucl,studl 
c ,studl 1 ,stbl,stbl 1 ,pucl,tbcanp)
c call gammadeviates(n,n2,alpha,beta,gdev) 
call gammadeviates(n,n2,alpha,beta,gdev) 
call lognormal(n2,gdev,lnsd,lnxb)
call pgboot(n,n2,alpha,xbar,ltbar,mlesd,lngamma,pi,gdev,tp,pval 
c ,tbcaper)
Q * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  END IVIAJN * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Q * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  OUTPUT'S * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
write(*,*)"Results from  data’ 
write(*,*),'xbar ’,xbar
w rite(*,*),’standard deviation unbiased ’,stdl
w rite(*,*),’standard deviation mle ’,std2 
w rite(*,*),C LT 95% upper bound ’,cltucl
w rite(*,*),C LT adjusted 95% upper bound ’,cltadjucl 
w rite(*,*),’chebychev 95% upper bound ’,chebyl 
w rite(*,*)’ ’
write(*,*)X3amma pdf results’ 
w rite(*,*),’alpha ’.alpha
w rite(*,*),’beta ’.beta
w rite(*,*),’zm ’,zm
write(*,*),2nk^ ’,df
w rite(*,*),C hi 2nk^ ’,chi
write(*,*),95%  upper bound ’,ub
write(*,*),Tc-smir alpha ’.kst
w rite(*,*),k-sm ir alpha upper C l lim it ’.kst I 
write(*,*),Tc-smir alpha lower C l lim it ’,kst2 
w rite(*,*), bootstrap p-val ’.pval
w rite(*,*),bca perentile 95% ub ’,tbcaper(4)
w rite(*,*),”  
w rite(*,*)’ ’
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w rite(*,*)log  transformed data results’ 
w rite (*,*),’mean ’,ltbar
w rite (*,*),’standard deviation ’.stdlt
w riie (*,*),’MLE standard deviation ’.mlesd
w rite (*,*),’coefficient o f variance ’,ltcv 
w rite (*,*),’H Stat UCL ’,hucl
w rite (*,*)’ ’
wTite(*,*)Vesults for In pdf using MLEs’ 
w rite (*,*),’mean ’.mlemu
w rite (*,*),’standard deviation ’.mlestd
w rite(*,*), Coefficient o f variance ’.mlecv
write(*,*),'95%  UCL ’.mleupper
w rite (*,*)’ ’
w rite(*,*)’results for In pdf using MVUE theory’ 
w rite (*,*),’mean ’,muln
w rite (*,*),’median ’,medln
w rite (*,*),’standard deviation ’.stdln
w rite (*,*),’std error o f mean ’.errmln
w rite (*,*),’chebychev 95% UCL ’.cheby
w rite (*,*)’ ’
w rite(*,*)’Non Parametric bootstrapping results’ 
w rite (*,*),’bias est Br ’,bia
w rite(*,*),Var est V r ’,vr
w rite (*,*),’basic ’,bsucl
w rite(*,*), ’studentized ’.studl
w rite (*,*),’studentized vl ’.studll
w rite (*,*),’standard w normal ’,stbl
w rite (*,*),’standard w normal vl ’,stbl 1
w rite (*,*),’basic percentile UCL ’,pucl
\vrite (*,*),’bca perentile 95% ub ’,tbcanp(4)
w rite (*,*)’ ’
END
(2 * * * * * * *  FUNCTIONS * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Q * * * * * * *  Giyi'X’ * * * * * ** * * ** * ** * * ** * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Returns the value o f  Finney function,
/  n Y  1 *
k=o k=o +  2)...(n -f 2k)
— / used in the MVUE estimates f o r  a
n +  \ j  k\
lognormal distribution, presented in Chapter 2, Section 6. The function is stopped a fte r 
the previous and current value o f  the function have an absoloute difference less than the 
tolerance, to l=0 .00000000000001.
Function gmt(n,stdl,a)
Double Precision x0,xl,x3,x4,m,stdl,a,itmax,tol
Integer p,n
itmax=1.0
tol=0.00000000000001 
m=n
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x0=0.0
x4=1.0
p=0
do while(itmax.gt.tol) 
x3=((m**p)*(m+(2*p)))/(x4*(m+(2*p))) 
x4= 1 /(x3*( l/((m **p)*(m +(2*p))))) 
xl=x0+(((a*((std l)**2))**p)*(l/(factrl(p))) 
c *((m /(m +l))**p)*x3) 
itmax=abs((x 1 -xO)) 
xO=xl
p=p+I
enddo
gmt=xl
return
END
Q * * * * * * *  p | ^ j g £ ^ J y J * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * j ( : , ( c * * * * * * * * : ( c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * : ( e * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Returns the p robab ility  o f  a random variable fro m  a lognormal distribution. Used in  the 
nonparametric bootstrap percentile estimates given in  Chapter 2, Section 7.
Function prbln(x)
Double Precision x ,x l ,x2,x3
Parameter (dl=.0498673470d0,d2=.02I I410061d0,d3=.0032776263d0, 
c d4=.0000380036d0,d5=.0000488906d0,d6=.0000053830d0)
XI =(d 1 *x)+(d2*(x**2))+(d3*(x**3))
x2=(d4*(x**4))+(d5*(x**5))+(d6*(x**6))
x3= 1 -(( 1 /(( 1 +x 1 +x2) ** 16))*0.5)
prbln=x3
return
END
Q * ******  Z ifq p R B **************************************************************
Returns the inverse probability  o f  a normal distribution. Used in the nonparametric 
bootstrap percentile estimates given in Chapter 2, Section 7.
Function zinprb(xx)
Double Precision x,xx,c0,cl,c2,dl,d2,d3,t
Parameter (c0=2.515517d0,cl=.802853d0,c2=.010328d0,dl=1.432788d0, 
c d2=. 189269d0,d3=.001308d0) 
i f  (xx.ge.0.5)then 
xx=l .0-xx 
t=SQ RT(log((l/xx)**2))
x=t-((cO+(c 1 *t)+(c2*(t**2)))/( 1 +(d 1 *t)+(d2*(t**2))+(d3*(t**3))))
zinprb=x
else
t=SQRT(log((l/xx)**2))
X=t-((c0+(cl*t)+(c2*(t**2)))/(l+(din)+(d2*(t**2))+(d3*(t**3))))
zinprb=-x
endif
return
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END
c * * * * * * *  f a c t o r ia l  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Returns n ! us ing  the function gammln.
Function factrl(m )
Integer m j.n top  
Real a(33),garnmln 
Save ntop.a 
Data ntop.aC 1 )/0 ,1.0/ 
i f  (m.It.O) then 
pause’negative factorial’ 
else i f  (m.le.ntop) then 
factrl=a(m -+l) 
else i f  (m .le.32) then 
do j=ntop-H I ,m
aO+l)=j*"aO') 
enddo 
ntop=m 
factrl=a(m-+-l ) 
else
factrl=expCgammln(m-t-1.0)) 
endif 
return 
END
c * * * * * * *  (5AMN4LN * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
Returns the va lue  o f  the natural logarithm o f  the Gamma Function, In F (x ) .
Function gammln(xx)
Real gammln 
Integer j
Double Precision ser,stp,tmp,x,y,cof(6),xx 
Save cof.stp
Data cof,stp/76.18009172947146d0,-86.50532032941677d0, 
c 24.01409824083091 dO,-l .231739572450155dO,. 1208650973866179d-2, 
c -.5395239384953d-5,2.5066282746310005d0/ 
x=xx 
y=x
tmp=x+5.5d0
tmp=(x+0.5d0)*log(tmp)-tmp 
ser=1.000000000190015dO 
do j= l,6  
y=y+ l .dO 
ser=ser+cof(j)/y 
enddo
gammln=tmp-t-Iog(stp*ser/x)
return
END
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c * ******  n o r m d e v  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Returns a single random variable fro m  a standard normal distribution.
Function normdev(xx)
Integer xx,set 
Real rani
Double Precision fac,gset,rsq,vl,v2,normdev 
Save iset.gset 
Data iset/0/ 
i f  (iset.eq.O) then 
1 v l= 2 .0 *ra n l(xx)-l.0
v2=2.0*ranl (xx)-l .0 
rsq=v 1 **2+v2**2 
if(rsq.ge. 1.0.or.rsq.eq.0.0) goto I 
fac=SQRT(-2.0*Iog(rsq)/rsq) 
gset=vl*fac 
normdev=v2*fac 
iset=l 
else 
normdev=gset 
iset=0 
endif 
return 
END
Q * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Returns a random deviate x, 0 < x  < 1, shuffling the output to remove low -order seria l 
correlations.
Function ranl(idum )
Double Precision AM,EPS,RNMX 
Real rani
Integer idum ,IA,IM ,IQ ,IR ,NTAB,NDIV
Parameter a A = l 6807,IM=2147483647,AM=1 -0/IM ,IQ =l 27773,IR=2836, 
c NTAB=32,NDIV=1 +(IM-1 )/NTAB,EPS=l .2e-7,RNMX=l.-EPS)
Integerj,k,iv,ivCNTAB),iy 
Save iv,iy
Data iv /N TAB*0/, iy  101 
i f  (idum.le.0.or.iy.eq.O) then 
idum=max(-idum, 1 ) 
d o j= N T A B + 8,l,-l 
k=idum/IQ
idum =IA*(idum -k*IQ)-IR*k 
i f  (idum.lt.O) idum=idum+IM 
if(j.le.N TAB) iv(j)=idum 
enddo 
endif
k=idum/IQ
idum =IA*(idum -k*IQ)-IR*k 
i f  (idum.lt.O) idum=idum+IM
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j= l+ iy /N D IV
iy=iv(p
iv(j)=idum
ran I =m in(AM*iy,RNMX)
return
END
Ç * * * * * * *  SUBROUTINES * ** * * ** * * ** * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
^ * * * * * **  n o n p a r b o o ts t r a p  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
This subroutine calculates a ll the bootsrapped upper bounds and related values assuming 
no param etric model presented in Chapter 2, Section 7.
Subroutine nonparbootstrap(m,mI ,aO,dd,est,std,bias,sd,basucI 
c ,studucl,studucl 1 ,stbucl,stbuci 1 ,perucl,tbca)
Double Precision a0(m),aa(23000),al(23000),dd(30000)
Double Precision xbb(m l),xl,xbt,b(m l),s(m l),sd 
Double Precision est,stbucl,x2,ss(23000),sdl(1000)
Double Precision t(m ]),p ivucl,std,tl(m l),tl(m l),sdvlyb 
Double Precision basucl,studucl,bias,vlyy,vlyb,stbucll 
Double Precision lg(m l),studucll ,sdvl(ml),vlcon,vIconI ,a,bc 
Double Precision perucl,x5,w,h,cc(4),ck(4),ckl(4),tbca(4)
Double Precision alph(4),si(4),zh(4),ah(4),m2,r(4),rrd(4)
Integer j,m ,n,nl ,p I ,p2,h2,rr(4)
m2=ml
n=l
nl=m
pl=.05*m l
p2=.95*ml
c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  bootstrap routine * ** * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
do i= l,m l 
X 1=0.0 
do j=n,nl
aa(j)=aO(dd(j))
a l(j)= x l+ aa(j)
x l= a l( j)
enddo
xbb(i)=xl/m
x2=0.0 
do j=n,nl 
ss(j)=x2+((aa(j)-xbb(i))**2) 
x2=ss(j) 
enddo
sdl(i)=SQRT((x2/m -l))
n=n+m
nl=n l+m
enddo
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^  QJjJç v l( l )  f o r  studentized Z
vlcon=m-l
vicon 1 =(sqrt(vIcon))/m 
do j= l,m l 
sdvl0=vlcon 1 *sd 1 (j) 
enddo
c
xl=0.0 
do j= l,m l
b0’)=xl+xbb0’)
xl=bO)
enddo
xbt=xl/m l
bias=xbt-est
X 1=0.0 
do j= l,m l 
sO’)=x 1 +((xbb(j)-xbt)**2) 
xl=sO’) 
enddo
sd=SQ R T(xl/(m l-l))
^ 5{c!(cî(ĉ3jc!(cj(r̂ ï(ĉ  ̂ o f t̂ s foi” nomi3.1
Values used to check f o r  norm ality as in examples 3 and 4 o f  C ha p te r 2, see graphs. 
do j= l,m l 
lgO')=log(xbb(j)) 
enddo
Q î(t%î(t5tt!(ĉ!tĉc:̂ :5ic cjusniile estimâtes bâsic boot 
c d o j= l,m l
c tl(j)=xbb(i)-est 
c enddo
call so rt(tl,m l) 
basucl=est-(tl (p 1 ))
^ 5(tsf£î(t5iĉ5jê:je!(î!icî(cî|;̂3it5(c deltâ method V3T est yb3J* ^̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂ %̂̂^̂ 5|c:(c3jĉ :jcŝ5fc5je5jc:ics(e!(tsfc5(c3ic3(esic5(c5(c
X 1=0.0 
do j= l,m  
vlyy=x 1 +((aOQ-est)**2) 
x l=vlyy 
enddo
vlyb=xl/(m **2)
sdvlyb=SQRT(vlyb)
g * * * * * * * * * ** * ** * * ** * ** *  studentized * ** * * ** * * ** * ** * * ** * ** * * ** * * ** * **= * ** * ** * * ** * **  
do i= l,m l 
t(i)=(xbb(i)-est)/sd 1 (i) 
enddo
call sort(t,ml ) 
do j= l,m l
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tlO’)=(xbbO')-est)/sdvlO')
enddo
call sort(tl,m l) 
studucl=est-(t(pl )*std) 
studucl 1 =est-(tl(p 1 )*sdvlyb)
c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  Normal approxs * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
stbucl=est-bias+(l .6449*sd) 
stbucl I =est+(l .6449*sdvlyb)
^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  percentile methods * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
call sort(xbb,ml ) 
perucl=xbb(p2) 
x 1=0.0 
do j= l,m  
bc=x 1 +((aOQ-est)**3) 
x l= b c  
enddo
a=(bc/(SQRT((vlyy**3))))*( 1.0/6.0) 
x5=xbb(l) 
h2=l
do while(est.gt.x5) 
h2=h2+l 
x5=xbb(h2) 
enddo 
h=h2 
h=h/m2 
w=zinprb(h) 
alph(l)=.025 
alph(2)=.975 
alph(3)=.050 
alph(4)=.950 
si(l)=-1.96 
si(2)=1.96 
si(3)=-1.6449 
si(4)=1.6449 
do j= l,4  
zh 0 = w + s iQ  
enddo 
do j= l ,4
ahÜ)=pr61n(w+(zh(j)/( 1.0-(a*zh(j))))) 
enddo 
do j= l,4  
r(j)=ni2*ah(j) 
enddo 
do j= l,4  
rrO')=int(rO’)) 
rrd (j)= rr0  
enddo 
do j= l,4  
ccO’)=w +(zh(j)/(l .0-(a*zhO’))))
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enddo 
do j= l,4  
ck(j)=zinpr b(rrd(j)/m2) 
enddo 
do j= l,4  
ck I (j)=zinprb((rrd(j)+1.0)/m2) 
enddo 
do j= l,4
tbca(j)=xbb(iT(j))+ 
c ((cc(j)-ck0)/(ckl 0’)-ck0’)))*(xbb(rr(j)+I )-xbb(rrO'))) 
enddo 
return 
END
e *******  BASICSTAT * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
Returns a ll the general statistics o f  the sample including the upper bounds f o r  the mean 
based on the Central L im it Theorem, Adjusted Central L im it Theorem and the Chebychev 
Theorem.
Subroutine Basicstat(m,aO,s 1 ,s2,clt,cltad,chby 1 )
Double Precision a0(m ),sl,s2,x,xl,xb,x2,x3,clt,l 
Double Precision x4,x5,kk3,zad,zl,z2,cltad,chbyl 
Integer m 
l=m 
X  1=0.0 
do j= l,m  
x=xI+aOQ 
x l= x 
enddo 
xb=xl/l 
x3=0.0 
do j= l,m  
x2=x3+((aO0-xb)**2) 
x3=x2 
enddo
sl=SQRT(x3/(m-D) 
s2=SQRT(x3/m) 
clt=xb+( 1.6449*(s 1/SQRT(1))) 
x3=0.0 
do j= I,m  
x3=x4+((aOQ-xb)**3) 
x4=x3 
enddo
kk3=(l/(m *(s 1 **3)))*x4 
zl=(kk3/(6*SQRT0))) 
z2= I+ (2 *(1.6449**2)) 
zad=l .6449+(zl *z2) 
cltad=xb+(zad*(s 1 /SQRT (1))) 
chbyl=xb+(4.47*(sl/SQRTG)))
return
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END
Q * * * * * * * p Ç J g Q Q ' J ’  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Returns a ll the bootstrapped estimates assuming a param etric model discussed in 
Chapter 2, Section 8.
Subroutine pgboot(m,mI ,k,yb,Itb,mld,lg,pi,gdv,t,p,tbca)
Double Precision k,kl(m l),yb,ltb,m ld,lg,pi,t,p
Double Precision lg l(m ),tl(m l),ltb l(m l),m 2
Double Precision gdv(100000),xl,aa(100000),a 1(100000)
Double Precision xbb(ml),xbt(ml),xb,x2,lb(100000),a2 
Double Precision x,w,wbar,a,a0,m2,psi,dpsi,b,xb,wl 
Double Precision x3,ml(100000),m ldl(m l),x4,hl,ww,x5,h3 
Double Precision zh(4),ah(4),r(4),tbca(4),si(4)
Double Precision alph(4) jrd(4),cc(4),ck(4),ckl (4)
Integer i,j,m ,m l ,n,nl ,l,h,h2,rr(5)
n=l
nl=m
Test statistic t  based on the o rig ina l sample used to determine the bootstrapped p-value  
t=-k*(log(k/yb))-(k*ltb)+k-(0.5*(log(2.0*pi*(m ld**4)))) 
c -0.5+lg
Q bool routine câlculâtes xbux â.lphâ betâ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
do 1=1,m l
X 1 = 0 .0
x2=0.0 
x3=0.0 
w 1=0.0
do j=n,n l 
aa0=gdv(j) 
a l(j)= x l+ aa(j) 
x l= a lQ  
w=wl+log(aa(j)) 
w l=w
Ib(j)=x2+log(aa0'))
x2=lb0)
enddo
xbbG)=xl/m
ltblG)=x2/m
do j=n,n l 
mia)=x3+((log(aaG))-ltbl (1))**2) 
x3=mlG) 
enddo
m ldl(l)=x3/m
xb=xl/m
wbar=wl/m
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m2=log(xb)-wbar 
a0=l/(2*m 2) 
do 1=1,100
psi=Iog(aO)-( 1 +( 1 -(. 1 -1/(21 *aO))/(aO*aO))/(6*aO))/(2*aO)
dpsi= ( 1 H-d +( 1 -((.2-l/(7*a0))/(a0*a0)))/(3*a0))/(2*a0))/a0 
a=aO-((log(aO) - psi - m 2)/(l/a0 - dpsi)) 
aO=a 
enddo
if(a0.ge. 1.0)then 
aO=(aO*(l -(3/m)))+(2/(3*m)) 
endif 
b=xb/aO 
kl(l)=aO
Ig 1 (l)=gammln(aO)
11 (l)= -k l (l)*(Iog(kI (l)/xbbG )))-(kl a )*ltb ia ))+ k l (1) 
c -(0.5*(log(2.0*pi*(m ldl G )**2))))-0.5+!gl(1) 
n=n+m 
n l= n l+m  
enddo
c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  calculate p-value * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
call so rt(tI,m l) 
x 4 = tl( l)  
h=l
do while(x4.1t.t) 
h=h+l 
x4=tl(h) 
enddo 
h l= m l-h  
p=hl/m l
c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  ijca percentile method * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
call sort(xbb,m l) 
x5=xbb(l) 
h2=l
do while(yb.gt.x5) 
h2=h2+l 
x5=xbb(h2) 
enddo 
h3=h2 
m2=ml 
h3=h3/m2
a2=(l .0 /3 .0)*((m *k)**(-l .0/2.0))
ww=zinprb(h3)
alph(l)=.025
alph(2)=.975
alph(3)=.050
alph(4)=.950
si(l)=-1.96
si(2)=1.96
si(3)=-1.6449
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si(4)=1.6449 
do j= l,4  
zh(j)=ww+si(j) 
enddo 
do j= l,4
a h ( j ) = p r b l n (  w w + ( z h ( j ) / (  1 .0- ( a 2 * z h ( j ) ) ) ) )
enddo 
do j= l,4  
r(j)=m2*ah(j) 
enddo 
do j= I,4
r r ( j ) = i n t ( r ( j ) )
rrd(j)= rr(j) 
enddo 
do j= I,4  
cc(j)=ww+(zh(j)/(l .0-(a2*zh(j)))) 
enddo 
do j= I,4  
ck(j)=zinpr b(rrd(j)/m2) 
enddo 
do j= l,4  
ckl (j)=zinprb((rrd(j)+ l .0)/m2) 
enddo 
do j= l,4
tbca(j)=xbb(rr(j))+ 
c ((cc(j)-ckO*))/(ckl 0’)-ck(j)))*(xbb(iT(j)+l)-xbb(iT0'))) 
enddo 
return 
END
c *******GAM M ADEV1ATES * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
Returns a data set o f  size n fro m  a Gamma distribution w ith  a specified scale and shape 
parameter using the a lgorithm  discussed in Chapter 2, Section 5.
Subroutine gammadeviates(nl ,n2,alph,b,gd)
Double Precision u l(1 00000),v ( l0000),k,alph,a,b 
Double Precision s I ,s2,xI ,y,c2,u2( 100000),u3(100000)
Double Precision x(100000),gd(100000)
Integer i,j,m ,m l ,r2 ,rl ,id l ,id2,nl 
m=nl*n2
i d l = - 2
id2=-l
k=int(alph)
a=alph-k
c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  calculate y * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
doj=l,50 
v(j)=ranl(id2) 
enddo 
xl=1.0
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do j= l,k  
c2=v(j)*xl 
x l=c2 
enddo
y=-b*(Iog(xl))
Ç * ** ********  generate u’s * ** * * ** * * ** * ** * * ** * ** * * ** * * ** * ** * * ** * ** * * ** * * ** * ** * * ** *  
do j= l,  100000 
u l(j)= ra n l(id l) 
u2(j)= ran l(id l) 
u3(j)= ranl(id l) 
enddo
^ for doviHtos
m l=0 
r l= l 
r2= l
do whileCml .lt.m) 
s l= (u l(r l ))* * ( !.0/a) 
s2=(u2(rl ))**(! .0/(1.0-a)) 
i f  C(s 1 +s2).le. 1.0) then 
x(r2)=-b*(sl *((s I +s2)*»-l ))=*=log(u3(r 1 )) 
gd(r2)=x(r2)+y 
r l= r l+ l 
r2=r2+l 
m l= m l+ l 
else 
r l= r l+ l 
endif 
enddo 
return 
END
Q : * : * : f : :J e * * 5 jc L X S T A .T  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Returns a ll statistical values based on a lognormal d istribution discussed in Chapter 2,
Section 6 including the Chebychev and M LE  based upperbounds fo r  the mean.
Subroutine ltstat(m,aO,lt,ltb,slt,mln,mdln,vrln,sdln,mlmu 
c ,mlstd,ltc,mlcv,ermln,mlsdlt,mleucl,chby,hcl,hh)
Double Precision aO(m),lt(m),x,xx,ltb,slt 
Double Precision aa,aal ,aa2,aa3,mln,mdln,vrln,hcl,hh 
Double Precision sdln,vl ,v2,v3,v4,ml,mlmu,mlvlt,mlsdlt 
Double Precision mlstd,ltc,mlcv,ermln,mleucl,chby,m2 
Integer j,m  
m l=m 
m2=m-l 
x=0.0 
xx=0.0 
do j= l,m  
It(j)=log(aO(i))
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enddo 
do j= l,m  
x l= x+ lt(j) 
x=xl 
enddo 
Itb=x/m 
do j= l,m  
x2=xx+((lt(j)-ltb)**2) 
xx=x2 
enddo 
m lvlt=xx/m 
mIsdlt=S QRT (ml vit) 
slt=SQRT(xx/(m-l )) 
aa=0.5
a a I= -L 0 *(l/(2 *(m I-l)))
aa2=2.0
aa3=(ml -2)/(m l -1 ) 
mln=EXPOtb)*gmt(m,sIt,aa) 
mdln=EXP(ltb)*gmt(m,slt,aa 1 )
V1 =gmt(m,slt,aa2) 
v2=gmt(m,slt,aa3) 
vrIn=EXP(2.0*ltb)*(vl -v2) 
v3=(gmt(m,slt,aa))**2 
v4=gmt(m,slt,aa3)
ermln=SQRT(EXP(2.0*ltb)*(v3-v4))
sdln=SQRT(vrln)
mImu=EXP(ltb+(.5*((slt**2))))
m lstd=SQRT(EXP((2*ltb)+(slt**2))*(EXP((sIt**2))-1.0))
ltc=slt/ltb
mlcv=mlstd/ mlmu
mleucI=EXP(ltb+(l .6449*(slt)))
chby=mln+(4.47*ermln)
hcI=EXPGtb+(0.5*(slt**2))+((slt*hh)/sqrt(m2)))
return
END
c * ** * * **l o g n o r m a l  * * * * * ** * * ** * ** * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Returns a data set o f  size n fro m  a lognormal d istribution with a specified scale and 
shape parameters. This accomplished by f irs t  generating a variable fro m  a standard 
normal d istribution then scaling it  with a specified mean and standard deviation to 
produce a deviate fro m  a N  {_fl, a )  distribution and f in a lly  exponentiating to produce a 
lognormal deviate.
Subroutine lognormal(n2,nd,lnsd,lnxb)
Double Precision nd(10000),normdev,lnsd,lnxb,ndd(10000)
Double Precision x,xl,xbar,sd,nl
Integer i,j,id,n2
id=-5
nl=n2
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do j= l,n2  
ndd(j)=normdev(id) 
ndO’)=EXP((lnsd*ndd(j))+lnxb) 
enddo 
return 
END
c  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Subroutine prlnorm(m,nmd,pln)
Double Precision nmd(m),pln(m),c 
Integer m 
c=0.0 
do j= l,m  
c=nmd(j) 
pln(j)=prbln(c) 
enddo 
return 
END
Q * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Subroutine confidencebound(k,m,xb,h,v,yp,u)
Double Precision V,p,cl,c2,c3,yl,y2,y3,yp,u,h(12),m,k,xb  
v=2*m*k
p=2.0
cl=4*(sqrt(2/v))
c2=8/v
c3=( 16.0*sqrt(p))/(sqrt(v**3)) 
yl =v-(sqrt(2*v)=^h(l ))+ (4*h(2))+(c l *(3*h(3)+2*h(4))) 
y2=c2*(6*h(5)+3*h(6)+2*h(7)) 
y3=c3*(30*h(8)+9*h(9)+12*h(10)+6*h(l l)+ 4 *h (l 2)) 
yp=yl-y2-y3 
u=(v*xb)/yp 
return 
END
Q * * * * * *^ ^ ^ ^ rp Q ^ ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Returns the values maximum like lihood estimates â , 0  using the Newton-Rhapson 
technique and a ll re lated num erical algorithms presented in Chapter 2, Section 1.
Subroutine newton(q,n,xb,b,aO,m)
Double Precision x ,x l ,w,wbar,a,aO,m,psi,dpsi,b,mu,xb,q(n),wl 
Integer k,l,n 
X  1=0.0 
wl=0.0 
do k= l,n 
x=xl+q(k) 
x l= x  
enddo 
xb=xl/n 
do k= l,n
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w=wl+log(q(k)) 
w l=w  
enddo 
wbar=wl/n 
m=log(xb)- wbar 
a0=l/(2*m) 
do 1=1,100
psi=log(aO)-( 1 +(1 -(. I -1/(21 *aO))/(aO*aO))/(6*aO))/(2*aO) 
dpsi=(l+(l+(l-((.2-l/(7*aO))/(aO*aO)))/(3*aO))/(2*aO))/aO 
a=aO-((log(aO) - psi - m)/(l/aO - dpsi)) 
aO=a 
enddo
if(a0.ge. 1.0)then 
a0=(a0*(l-(3.0/n)))+(2.0/(3.0*n)) 
endif 
b=xb/aO 
return 
END
C * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Returns a data set in  ascending order using Shell’s method. This is a varian t o f  a straight 
sort in that the data are f ir s t  sorted in groups o f  two and then those groups in  groups o f  
two... and then a f in a l sort as a whole group. In  the f in a l grouping each data value 
should be near i t ’ s f in a l place.
Subroutine sort(r,n)
Double Precision r(n),v 
Integer inc,i,j,n 
inc=l
1 inc=3*inc+I 
if(inc.Ie.n) goto 1
2 continue
inc=inc/3 
do i= inc+l,n  
v=r(i)
J=i
3 if(rO’-inc).gt.v) then
r(j)=r(j-inc)
j= j-inc
if(j.le.inc)goto 4 
goto 3 
endif
4 r(j)=v 
enddo
if(inc.g t.l) goto 2
return
End
c *******§(2ALE  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Returns a scaled value fo r  a gamma deviate, i.e. dividing by the shape parameter.
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Subroutine scale(r,b,n,rr)
Double Precision r(n),rr(n),b 
do j= l,n  
rr(j)= (r(j))/b  
enddo 
return 
END
Q * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Subroutine gser(a,x,m,ganiser,gln,pz)
Integer ITM A X
Real EPS,ap,del,sum,gammln
Double Precision a,gamser,x(m),gln,pz(m)
Parameter GTMAX=100,EPS=3.e-7)
Integer n,m 
gln=gammln(a) 
do j= l,m  
if(x(j).le.O.)then 
if(x(j).lt.0.)pausebc<0 in gser’ 
gamser=0. 
return 
endif 
ap=a 
sum=l./a 
del=sum 
do n= l,IT M A X  
ap=ap+l. 
del=del*(x(j))/ap 
sum=sum+del
if(abs(del).lt.abs(sum)*EPS)goto 1 
enddo
pause ’ a too large, ITM A X  too small in gser’
1 gamser=sum*exp(-x(j)+a*log(x(j))-gln) 
pz(i)=gamser 
enddo 
return 
END
C * * * * * * * J ^ g 'p ^ 'p  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Calculates the Kolmogrov-Smimov test statistics based on the theory o f  Chapter 2, 
Section 4, to be used in determining whether the Gamma distribution with the fitte d  
parameters provides an adequate f it .
Subroutine kstat(m,p,ks)
Double Precision p(m),k(m),k2(m),ks,s(m),s2(m),ml
Integer m ,j,i
m l=m
ks=0.0
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do i= l,ra  
s(i)=i/m l 
s2(i)= (i-l)/m l 
enddo 
do j= l,m  
kCi)=ABS(s(j)-p(j)) 
k2(i)=ABS(p(j)-s2(j)) 
enddo
call sort(k,m) 
call sort(k2,m) 
i f  (k(m).ge.k2(m))then 
ks=k(m) 
else 
ks=k2(m) 
endif 
return 
END
c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
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